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"A YANK IN THE R A f" WITH TYRONE POWER AND BETTY GRABLE AT THE FULTON THEATRE SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY
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DEFENSE MEETINGS Ilefenta. Pragram
HELD IN COUNTY
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Work on the extension of fiFlA
rvice by thee Fulton•Ificknian
Counties Rural Electrification Cooperative Corporation has been indefinitely delayed because, of demand for needed materials due tee
the reitionul definite pregram Sev•
feed months ago work was started
on the inntallation of 60 more miles
of lines in the local project, but
after poles, erre:harms, transformers arid Nudes:ire were installed,
work wam halted because copper
wire could not be obtained.
Moat of the new linex are to be
in Carlisle county near Columbu-,
Berkley and Oakton, but snme additional homes are scheduled to he
serviced near Fulton and Hickman.
At present thee local co-operative
has 530 customers on 130 miles ,pf
IMPS. An additional 280 homes ale
to be serviced when the new 60
miles of lines are added.
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"THE NEWS"
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ON Council In
Regular Semnion Mandrill

ORES ONR.

AMERICA HAS BEEN
ATTACKED SAYS EDR

The Fulten City Ceuncil
regular nession Monday night ut
Louie Wieweirnia, soldier of Mull- this week, when final steps Wel
Members of the Young Meen's
, In a radio addresio to the
Beeenning thin week, the Fulton
reiteiti
Club gathered in business iken, Mich , deed ere thee Fulton hos- taken in the bond issue for the new Monday night, President
County Defense Beard and S. V.
Roosevelt
session Tuesday night at the Rain- pital early Wednesday niorning, school
Foy.
building.
Under federal asserted
fealty agent, representing
that "the shooting has
ertly after an automobile acci- rules, the school property was started," and that
bow Room to make plans for the
the Extens
I/11 1.111. DP"America has
winter's activities. Three Ill'W MPITI- e, t, in which he received fatal transferred to the. city and will be been attacked." and the.
timar Board, ure presenting a mernation
bers, A. J. Mansfield, Wilbur King injuries Thee accident occurred a leased by the school until the bond- stands ready to face I ts
les of educational nieutingn over
newest
and William Wore were introduced few miles out of Fulton on the ed indebtedness is paid.
and greatest challenge. We
the! county to inform citizenn of
Amerto the club.
Mayfield highway.
theee communitien of their responThe regular butiriess session of icans have cleared our deekti and
sibilities in National Defense. A deeWaweirnia and another soldier, the council was brief. Reports were taken our battle stations. he avowThe next activity of thee club WIII
',nee moving picture. la also being
spenisorship of thee Netball game King P. Gunther, both attending made and minutes of thee last meet- ed.
shown end eitizenn of Fulton (nunFriday, November 7, between South Air Corps Techsical School at ing were read and approved.
He advocated immediate revision
ty are urged to roopesate by utteredFulton and Hayti, Mo. Bill Houston Keesler Field, Miss, were enroute
Mayor Paul DeMyer was instruct- of the neutrality act to provide
ing these meetings.
was named chairman of arrange- back to school from a furlougti ed to make temporary arrange- for thee arming of merchant ships,
spent with relatives in Michigan. ments for a fire chief to replace and to permit them to be free tu
ments.
A meeting was held at Lodgestren
Wednesday night. at Crutchfield
Lawrence Holland talked on the Gunther was driving the car and Lee Roberts, who was recently re- carry our American goods into the
Th.anclay night, and thee remainder
Lexington game Friday with the stated that he fell asleep and the tired. The temporary chief appe it l- harbors of our friends. Merchant
of the schedule is as follows: Cayce,
Fulton Bulldogs, and also discussed car ran off the highway and into a ed will serve until Januavy, when ships must also be protected by
Tuesday night, Nov. 4, Sylvan
the Armistice Day game here Nov- tree. Waweirma vines thrown from the new council will take office i d the Navy, he declared.
Shade, Wednesday night; Graves,
ember 11, with Mayfield. An inter- the car. receiving fatal head injur- a permanent one will be named.
Striking out at the labor troublem
Thureday night: and Western Frithat abound in the nation he said
esting program is being arrangel ies. Thee driver was uninjured.
day night.
A teasing motorist breught Waw- OR. RICHMOND TO
for the latter game by the Amerthat America's defense output must
eirnia to the hospital where he died
ican Legion.
Your herrn can help tee "win the
and must not be
SPEAK IN FULTON be multiplied
hampered by the "selfish obstrucwar and write the peace." says
After some discussion it was de- an hour later. His body was taken
WH,1,
FULTON
SOUTH
tion" of a small but dangerous
Secretary 1,1 Agriculture. Claude R.
cided not to start bingo games a- to the Horribeak Funeral Home
Day Program Plennrd By
HOLD ELECTION DEC. 2 gain this winter. This subject was where it remained until Thursday Armistice
minority of industrial managers or
Wiekard.
and
School
American Legion
of labor leaders. He declared that
left open for further discussion st night and was then shipped by
But to do this—to help feed the
train to Mulliken for funeral serThe City of South Fulton will the next meeting.
the first objective of that defense
British, to help feed Europe's melI,. T. Bugg, commander of the is to ''stop Hitler."
city officials
was vices.
A round-table discussion
horis eller the war and to feed our hold ite election for
local American Legion Post, anThe prestdent disclosed secret
own peddle properly—he points out on Tuesday, December 2. A mayor help upon the sponsorship of some
nounced this week that Dr. James
documents which he said originatei
that every farm in America will and six councilmen will be elected kind of entertainment by the club BLUE RIBBON DAY
of Murray
president
H
Richmond,
WEDNESDAY
for
term.
a
HELD
IS
two-year
with flitleir's government--one divIt was decided that some such proneed to increase production of some
State Teachers College, will come iding
D. A. Rogers is the present may- gram should be put ewer, and that
South America into five vasof the foods that are needed
Novon
to
Day,
Armistice
Fultun
Ribbon
Blue
The eighth annual
am follows: the proceeds go to aid underprivsal states and the other for abolishUnder the gutdancee of State a id or and councilmen are
adpatriotic
a
to
II,
deliver
ember
was
Davis. Abe ilege school children. Paul Bush.rt, Day for °hem County students
ing all existing religions.
County Agricultural Defense /Soares li L. Ferguson. Virgil
held Wednesday in Union City,idress at the Science Hall at 11 a.m.
In speaking of the map of South
these food needs arc being broken Jolley, S. N Valentine!, Lon Pickle M. L. Parker, Orin Winetead and
by the Milton Talley
Legionnaires, World War veter- America and part of Central ArnerCarter Olive 'were, named on a sponsored
down into regional, State and Coun- and E N. Houston.
committee to make preliminary Past. American Legion: the Parent- an.s, Boy Scouts, citizens and stu- Ica, he declared, Berlin experts have
ty productrun weals; and H. M.
Teachers Association, the countY dents will participate in a parade
INFANT DIES FROM
(Continued on Page Five)
plans for such a program.
(Continued on page 5)
INJURIES IN WRECK
On motion of Orin Winstead, health department and the county during the program. Both Fulton
High and South Fulton schools veil' HICKNIAN CHURCH HOLDS
department of education.
by Billy Blarkstone,
seconded
Nt TREIION WEEK TO
DEDICATION SERVICE
Most colorful feature of the pro- participate! in the program, with
The 3-months-old son of Mr. and was decided to arrange a banquet
10. HELD NOV. 7-14
Mrs. Givens of Paducah was In- for the club, with the wives and gram was the annual Blue Rib! re several high school bands in the
The First Methodist Church of
jured in an automobile accident friends of the members to be in- parade. in which children of the parade
County Nutrition Week will lee
morning and died about vited. A report on time and place first six grades of all schools in the
The football game between Ful- Hickman held its dedication serSunday
appropriately observed in connectwee hours later in the Fulton hos- of banquet v.111 be made at the county marched
ton Bulldogs and Mayfield High vice Sunday morning. October 28,
tion with National Education Week
accident occurred on the next meeting.
the parade was the Ful- well open at Fairfield Park at 2:15 at eleven o'clock with Bishop J.
Leading
The
pital.
throughout Fulton County during
m. Merchants will be asked tu Lloyd Decell of Birmingham deUnion City highway south of FulThe resignation of P. G. Boyd as ton High School band and also in
the period beginning November 7
a tire blew out and the secretary of the club was accept- the procession were these bAndse co-operate by closing their stores livertng the dedicatory sermon.
when
teen,
arid ending Novemtwr 14. Mrs.
car overturned.
ed. because of pressing business Union City High school. Union City between the hours of 2:00 and 3:00 Rev. W. King Dickerson is pastor
Catherine Thompson. County nuMr and Mrs. Givens and baby. which detain him from active duty. Kiddie Band. Dresden. Huntingdon. p. m. An interesting program has of the church.
trtnun chairman, announced today
The Methodist Church was moved
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Mal- An (election was held tee name an- Martin. Miles Junior high scheol been arranged for the day, which
Coupe riding in the program are
m 1840 and the
son. all of Gilbertsville, other secretary. with Paul Bushart and the Obion County band. which has the support of all service clubs to its present site
and
lory
Associavarious Partent-Teac-her
present structu-e is the fourth one
es made up of band students (rem and the schools.
being chosen.
enroute to Memphis.
vsere
tions, Homemakers Clubs, High
to be erected on this lot. The butldE. L. Cook vsas elected into the South Fulton school and several
School Home Economics Clubs arid
ing preceding the nev.- one burned
CAYCE SCHOOL HAS GOOD
membership of the club. The names other schools in the county.
TOLD HOW TO MEET
WOMEN
immedWoman's Clubs of the county. Mrs
The procession marched through
COST OF LIVING of Pete Garrett. Bob Rowland. and
SCHEDULE in February. 1934. Almost
BASKETBALL
RISISIG
Thceneeem said that elaborate downiately work started on the new
J. A. Reed were submitted for the business districts and to the
town etore windov.- displays on
VLFbuilding and it was completed in
Farm women. and thee women of membership. and will be! voted on ball park v.:here distinguished
Cayce school is looking forward
'Vitamins." "The Protective Foods"
'tors were introduced. and a pale- : to t e opening o
e as e a October of the same year Rev. V.
generally, are confronted at the next meeting
America
"School
Equipment."
"Canton*
vane "The Health Parade." was season. and announces the follow- A De Shazo, pastor of the Parkby several things vitally- affecting
Lunches!" and other topic of genEDUCATION
presented by 9tudents of the bah ing schedule of games: Nov. 7 at way Methodist Church. lelarrephia,
them
OF
Among
BOARD
life."
of
their -way
and information tn
eral int
IN SPECIAL SESSION and sixth grades of all students in Wickliffe: Nov. 14. Western at was the pastor at that time
be listed the following facmay
deThe new builling ts valued at
connecteon with the national
the county.
herne: New 19. Clinton at home.
tors:
fer.se program. will be ten exhibit
Students marching in the paraee e Nov 25. Hickman at home, Nov. 28. 535.000. and the church has 360
The Fulton Board of Education
price!! (for foods bought at
Food
members,.
in tows!! all over Fulton County
the county
storesi are much higher than they met in special session Monday night from this, aection of
at Bardwell: Dec. 2. at Arlington:
Hillcred
Lunch was served during the
during the tirne.
were even a year ago--15 percent at the high school building to dis- were from Seale: Fulton.
Ehec. 18. at Western: Dec 5. at Fulnoon hour by ladies of tee ceurch.
Mr J. M. Calvin. superintendent
mtere increase during a twe•yeear cuss the sale of bonds. amounting :old Harris
ton: Dec. 22. at Hickman: Jan. 2.
of iliekman city schools. J. C. Law- period.
to 565.000. tn the Bankers Bend
Arlington at home: Jan 9. Fulgharn
BAPTIST CHURCH HAS
son, rtmenntendent of Fulton CounRent on property may be in- Company and the Stein Brothers FARMERS ASKED FOR
:at home: Jan. 13. at Clinton: Jan.
superRADIO SERVICES
Lewis,
DESPITE
O.
MORE FOOD.
ty schouls. and J.
and Boyce of Louisville. Thesee
creased.
16. Barlow at home: Jan. 20, FulSHORTAGE OE LABOR ton at nome: Jan 31. at Falgham.
intendent of Fulton cey schonls.
Credit for installment buying has ;bonds were sold by the city el
The First Baptist Church of Fula-e tee secure windows for these been curtailed.
Fulton. at par value. This bond is- •
Feb. 6. Murray at home. The coundisplays in their respective disflow can farmers produce, more ty tournament well be played at ton sponsors a thirty-minute radio
sue is to cover remaining evpense of
Clothing costs are up.
;service each Saturday afternoon
of the farm
trict:.
Taxes ate higher now. and prob- the new grade school. other than ISsed next year. in face
Hickman Feb. 9 to 14 February 20.
1:30 to 2:00 p m.. broadcast
Kentucky
;from
The
shortage'
WPA
the
by
of
care
down.
!labor
Bars'
taken
not
24.
Feb.
that
up.
ably will go
Wickliffe at Cayce:
FULTON SIAN TRIED
ICellege of Agriculture and Home well at Cayce: March 2-7. District from radio station WPAD. PaduMoney should be saved—despite
cah. Services are directed by the
lEconomies has is.sued a statement tournament.
ON THEFT CHARGES all these other factors--for buying RAZING OF SCHOOL
:pastor. Rev. E A. Autrey. and feaTO BEGIN SOON in which members: of the departdefense. bonds and stamps. as a
a place on the Cayce
for
out
Boys
are
relent of farm economics discuss the squad this season are- Billy Lowe.Iture gospel messages which
Sir Staley was tried before Mag- help to national defense and a pat!planned to be of interest and heip
Work on preparing class rooms labor shortage- and suggest ways e!nar
istrate Homer Roberts Friday on rintic duty_
,!
c
to this entire section. Station VCPAD
carry on
Summing up. home economists at in the Science Hall and the high ehereby farmers rnay
a charge- of grand larceny. He was
rison. Roy Nethery. Jr. Chas. A. ! is 1450 k. c on the radio dial and
**Unless labor adjustments are
e
Pe
botnd ewer to await action of the the Kentucky College of Agricul- school building to take care of the
Harold
Walker.
Hollis
::s well received in this section.
farrns. there Sloan.
grand sury and. being unable to ture. and Home Economics say two grade school pupils of West Fulton made on individual
Joe Bazzell. Joe Campbell,
Everyone is urged to tune in at
less total pro- mt.
Sheehan.
make $500 bond. he was carried to things stand out clearly: (1) run- is progressing as rapidly as pos- will necessarils- be
Pat
Billy
Adams.
!this time on Saturday. Nov. :. and
labor supply Richaid
farm
more
the
stated
as
Lewis
take
O.
duction
will
J.
Supt.
and
Hickman.
sible.
household
in
jail
Johneon.
county
the
ning
the
Rey Singleton. Walter
htee
d
d.
cases farm this week that officials hoped to declines." point out these econoHarrison. Edwin HarriSteley was charged with having money. and (2) in some
!about these broadcasts. Rev Aut.aci3ustrnents can Carl Billy
keep
these
rooms
But
to
class
mists.
the
position
move
to
able
be
in
be
Lomax.
will
stolen a large quantity of ladies women
son. Eugene Cruce. James
t•-ey is anxious to know how many
this week-end. In that event. stu- Lee, made ir. the following ways
Balloe.
hose Irem the car of M. T. Paige. costs down somewhat
improve- Jess el Le:nate Thos
people are hearing these services
or
production
as
such
Frion
Reduce
school
expenses.
leave
would
dents
For increased
a Paducah salesman. early Thurs. are received,
money mut be day and return to the new rooms ments in less important lines and TELEPHONE EMPLOYES HOI.D and how the messages
day merning. He also stole a car. taxes, etc., more
and asks that each one contact him
maintain or increase production
only area in on Monday.
IN PADUCAH .
MEETING
belonging to Mrs. B. Brewer. which kept available. The
by telephone. card or letter. aiFor instance. delay
clown is t!
As soon as the rooms have been elsewhere
was parked by the Parisian Laun- which women can cut
dressed to the First Baptist Church
words. by pro- changed work will begin on the farm improvements and increase
other
In
in
Telephone!
buying.
Friday
arrested
of
Kentucky
was
Ile
West
dry.
The
in Fulton.
all) of thou* dismantling of the old Carr In- the production of hay and cattle.
Carbondale and had in his posses- ducing the hulk (or
Pioneers. an organization for teleimproved methods. more
-consumption on the stitute building. and. following
Adopt
home
automofor
serthe
food
years
and
21
hosiery
with
sion, the
.
im- phone employes
' REVIVAL AT NAZARENE
may that, the construction of the fine mechanized equipment and
farm. the actual cash outlay
bile.
vice or more held a meeting at the
CHURCH CONTINUES
used new building.
proved varieties. so that net proPain
Club
be reduced and the money
Forest Hills Country
will be maintained. deduction
for other things.
Saturday evening. About 250
CAYCE STUDENTS S1AKE
Sundas was a great (lay at the
The hiring of elicah
by
shortage.
may
REI.EASED
women
labor
RE
TO
spite
TURKEYS
that.
than
WORK
Other
GOOD RECORDS IN
and then* guests enjoy- .Nanrene Church. The largest atmembers
to
or
work will tend
costs
powvr
LAKE
clothing
REELFOOT
AT
custom
cut
buying
astute
ed a banquet and dance. se ith 111651C !tendance ever greeted Superintheir present
employ more fully the tractors and
and his orLynette and Gyriette Oliver. twin at least keep them at
jtendent Burgess at Sunday School.
available. by Vince Genovese
are
getthat
involve
department
harvesters
fish
will
and
game
The
This
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Arch total figure
chestra
i Almost a capacity house a:tended
adapted
and
the
corn
one
from
secured
hybrid
has
service
Adapted
conservation
of
Oliver ref near Crutchfield. who cetting maximum
Those attending from Fulton the preaching services which reimof
examples
repair,
arc
clover
release
prompt
to
turkeys
resed
wild
thousand
graduated from Cayce school last clothes on hand. by
were Mr and Mrs Eston Browder. sulted in the salvation of many
washing, longer use, on 24 wooded acres in states where proved varieties
year. tire now attending Draughon's drycleaning or
The revival will continue
Mes.s Adolphus Latta. Mrs. Alma souls
by
supply
to
labor
the
Maintain
they will have an opportunity
Business College in Memphis. They etc.
Mrs Calla Latta. Mr and throughout the week with the exLowe.
women
girls.
aboys.
to
turkeys
using school
Areas in which
this time
at
multiply
desirable
grades,
is
high
it
unusually
making
are
Morse. Miss 1Reula!! ception of Saturday
(sets high, it will are being released include Reelfoot and other persons not ordinarily Mrs 'el T
and Lynette heads her class of 100 void debt. With
Mrs. F. H
Come every c‘ ening at seven o'farm labor. to offset the Palmer. Mr and
of debt than Lake
considered
out
get
to
longer
take
students
Shelton. Nlies chwk. Sermons by Rev. Armond
labor aveas fiom the Mr and Mrs P 11
relatively
alreadshave
of
turkeys
of
movement
the
of
period
Some
a
thein
attended
would
it
vele,
Three students
Vaden. Mrs Homer Calvert, pastor
(Sines
larger from been released and the remainder farm.
summer term at Murray College low costs. If income is
Wilson and Mrs Lila Hasings
products,
There
1.
Nov.
by
released
be
farm
will
for
prices
Bondurant.
higher
from Cayce were Joyce
Duty only frowns vshen you flee
Miss Vaden vsas the winner of
ex- is no open season on wild turkeys
He is well onward in the way of
Eueene Waggener and Mrs. Myra use tlie money to pay off any
door prizes. a from it; follow it, and it smiles upthree
ene
the
of
reproof
a
bear
can
who
opened
be
not
will
unwisdom
or
season
the
notes
and
Belle Bondurant. v..ere on the Konor isting mortgages or
on you
country ham
until the birds become plentiful. and mend by it.
paid bills
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THE MOOR TAX 111111..L
dition, surtaxes of 6 per cent un BETTER MANAGEMENT
The Senate has approved and the first 525,000 of net income and
Wol'I.D PROVIDE MILK
Paal Easbart. Mgr. Editor
returned to the House. for poesible 7 per cent on income above that
_._______ _____________
NEEDED FOR DEFENSE
amendment. the toughest tax bill amount, will be levied. Furtherd
PUBLISH= EVERY FRIDAY
in American histery. If It passes in PXCCSS corporation profits will be I
The increased milk production
Bntered as second class matter ehtn•
its present form—and the odds are hit hard. First $20,000 of excees
By J. PAUL BUSIKART, Editor
which the Secretary of Agriculture
1983, at the post office at Fulton,'
much against any mejor changes-- prefits will be taxed 35 per cent,
aaks for next veer tem be had b
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
the Amercian people, next year. as against the present rate of 25 ix
- .tter
and
A colurnn conducted for news, views and
unwill
up
really
learn
at
will
go
first
hand
mat
per
cent.
The
rate
of Thanks,
OBITUARIES. Card —
without
buying
additional cows,
comments, in which readers of The News
how incredibly costly modern war til it reaches 60 per cent on excess
Business Notices and Political Cards
says Dr. Fordyce Ely of the Uniis
Present
rate
vennty
profits
evor
$500,000.
are invited to participate. hfall contribut:barged at the rates specified by
of Kentucky College of
The bill is designed to raise Es- at that level ei 50 per cent.
advertising department.
Agriculture and Home Economics.
tions care of THE FORUM, this newspaper.
583.900.000—$367,000,000 more than
Lastly, the bill levies a number
This statement is made in a leaflet
Beibacription rates radius of 20
S the bill originally approved by the of so-called "nuisance" taxes—taxcalled "More Milk for National Denali's W Fulton $1.60 a year. ElseIn view of the certainty that FedHouse. And it plans to raise it es which fall into the sales and ex- tense.
.
where MOO • year.
partly by reaching down into in- else claw ifications. There will be a
,era1 Taxes of all kind
will be
SAME BOAT
Efficient WIC of pastures in seescome levels which have never been 7 per cent excise tax on automo,sharply increased within the next
on, and of hay and silage the mit
TODAY'S BIBLE THOUGHT
The recent announcement ef a subjected to direct Federal taXii- bile manufacturer'', plus a $5 an! year, it is apparent that the need
nual tax on all automobiles-- a of the time, offers Kentucky farmWHEN EVERY OTHER REFUGE
plaetic automobile suggests that lion before.
Most important change in the provision which amounts to a Fed- ere an opportunity to prtxfuct- more
FATLS COI) GIVES US PEACE!'for retrenchment ix all-compelling. the time re not be fiti dis
Senate bill over the House hill was oral car license fee. Wine taxes milk and butterfat at low cost. he
He that dwelleth in the secret place This is always difficult to achieve, %hen cars '
'
WYill be made ent lunt:
the provision dropping income tax will be almost doubled and hard! believes. In a fall like the present
Of the most High shall abide under becausv. retrenchment means cur, of products grown en
the fiarremi).
exemptions to 81,500 for married liquor taxes will be upped froni one. it often is necessary to feed
the shadow of the Almighty. I will tadm,,,t of government activities, When that happens,
harvest tinie
• persons (previous exemption Se'US S3 to $4 a gallon. Ten per cent , grain, especially to fresh or high.
gay of the Lord. He is my refuve
to
na
en
a
and this means rtiducing the nuns ma y comt
numpt
r
. '''
.
I crop /2.000), and to 8750 for single per- taxes will be levied on local phoni• producing cows.
and my fortress; my God; in Him
ber of government employea and of limousines.
sons (previous exemption was WO) bills, theatre tiekets. radios and
Will I trust—Psalm 91:1, 2.
In view of increased foreign deThe idea is not so fanciful as it This change
eliminating the functions of many
alone, according to other musical instruments, sport- =rid and government support of
might at first appear, for alreadY
bureaus.
Inasmuch
as
the
natural
expected
to
me goods, household equipment. the market, it :s stated in the leafTreasury experts, is
MENACE
tendency of any bureaucracy is to manY farm products are changed yield an additional $303,000,000 an- photographic appartus, ete.
let that "no substantial lowering
into
industrial
urticles.
Through
expand
and
to
hang
nnto
its
powers
nually. It in a change which has
Today America is face to face
Heavy as this tax bill is, few be- of the price of milk would be exmagic
of
the
research
casein
and
from
privileges
with
harnacledike
long been advocated by economists neve that it will prove adequate. pected to result from a 6 or 8 perWith many dangers. Not all of them
milk becomes wool and
also a who believe that the burden id Soon our arms spending alone will
carry machine guns or fly in dive temicity. the politicians can always
cent increase in production"
eytt
.
t,
mt,iy
plastic
material.
Corn
is
used
in
be
counted
upon to be
government cost is now so great reach 53,000.000,000 a
morth—
bombers, but just the same, they
Ur. Ely believes that farmerr
mak
ing
glycerines
and
dry
i
ice. that the middle and higher income nearly US much as the nvw bill is
hnperil our safety and our happi- reluctant to pare down any items
of expenditure that have stood at cornstalks in making paper. Sugar brackets can no longer pay it. Thus, designed to raise in an entire should not rob their own families
ness.
of milk and milk products, in order
cane goes int() building boards: soy tht .. reason,
-y
the only solution is year Total arms anti aiddiedemocWe are arming to protect our approximately the same level-_or
to increase their milk or butterfat
the beans into paint, enamtil and lino. to make the lower brackets feel the
racies spending will probably reach sales. No one. he
way of life from aggression. Yet have been increased--during
says, is urged to
leum. One large chemical company
of taxation too.
the truth is ttiat the entire force last few years.
and perhaps surpass $50,000,000,000 sell milk which
should be USfli on
alone buys 16 million bushels of blie
The
This
change
was
suggested
long
the
war
is,
con.
be
how
great
as
it
importanee
depending
on
of the state and
of Hitlerism,
cotton, 36 million pounds of cot- President Roosevelt when the tax lasts. Many an authority is con- the farm where it is produced, no
atitutes a less tangible threat to local governments as spenders may
'ton
linters. and 36 million bushels.bill was still before the House. vinced that this bill is only a taste matter how attractive the price may
be
living
judged
from the fact that in
our American standards of
of
corn
from farmers each year The House revenue committee re- of what is to comt--and that year be.
1938
these two spent $10.500,000.than a careless method of finanThe leaflet deals with feeding
research finds new fused to adopt it. It is. therefore. of what is to come—and that the
goy.
As
industrial
cing the defense program. Unwise 000 compared to the Federal
11 likely that a strone effort will be
dairy COWS and gives several kinds
for farm crops. industry wl-year following, the Congress may
taxation can be as destructive as ernment's $7.700,000,000 Total ex- uses
of grain rations for cows on pasture.
penditures for the states in 1938 depend more and more on agri- made in the House now to up the have to pass another bill which
torpedoes.
raw mater- exemption level.
cw,,
i im
Il pa
rtiraiskoen.this one seem mild by
Taxes are going up at such a were just double what they had culture as a source of
ials.
WII.L DAV INJURED
The normal rate of income taxarate that Arnerica must take stock been in 1929.
And agriculture, in turn, will de- tion-4 per cent—is retained. Hoy:IN ACCIDENT SUNDAY
of its entire tax situation—must
The time has now come when
economies the citizens will have to take an pend on industry for more invein ever. surtaxes will be imposed in
EAGLE FLIER KILLED
enforce non-n. litary
Will Day of McConnell was serand raise additional revenue in a active hand in bringing about ro- tions like radios. telephones and far lower brackets than ever bewe fore, The surtax rates are verY
The English Air Ministry an- iously injured Sunday when he
wise and- equitable manner. Al- ductions. This is why educational labor-saving machinery' that
rendy the average mar. here pays work such as Dr. Henry Wriston's have made the farm a much pleas- high, ranging from 10 Per cent flounced Tuesday that Pilot Officer was struck by an automobile on
more to his government than the who is president of the Citizen's anter place to live than it was a (which must be added to the nor- James G. Coxetter, 24. of the Am- the Martin highway near Fulton.
mal 4 per cent) in the lowest erican Eagle Squadron. was killed He was riding in a v..agon when
average Englishman does. High 3S Emergency Committee on Non_De_ generation or two ago.
our taxes are today. however. in- tense Expenditures, is of so much
Because the two groups provide brackets touched• and ranging uP Monday in a flying accident over struck by the car.
dications are that they are only the value. and why 'complications a markets for each sther,s prochmt„,. to et per cent in the top brackets• Britain. He was a native of JackDay suffered a fractured skull
The existing normat corporation sonville.
beginning of what we shall have tax facts and figures such as the the Prosperity of the one sepesss
Fla., and attended the and was brought to the Haws Clinadand,
in
University of North Carolina.
t° pay in the years to come.
ic for treatment.
Tax Foundation has published can on the prosperity of the other. Past taxes will be retained
The 100 billion dollars that are be important educational factors. experience has shown that when
currently reported to be scheduled Most people are only dimly aware industry is making money, agritity,PENG"' CROSBY
Back-o' the Flats
tor defense are °sly a down paY- of the facts. Once they understand culture is making money, too.
ment on the final total. whatever it them. they are more likely to do.
Facts like these prove that hers
will be_ Additional expenditures, something about them.
in America. we've got a stake in
interest charges—factors like these
Dissipation superimposed on the each other's future. We may work
OH, HENRY. TO THINK THAT
rnay well double that figure.
i n different parts of the country at
tremendous armament burden
yL)?,0fAlt. PEOPLE,SHouLD
spent
ter
money
questions
one
No
gether tvith an already unprece- different jobs. We may have difHAvE TALKED TO ME
defending our freedom. But v:e dentedly high national debt. threat- ferent likes and dislikes_ We may
money
that
LiKE THAT
must make sum that
ens the future stability of our coun- be divided into various groups—inis raised wisely. Congress must try and points to chaos. To realize dustrial workers. farmers. doctors.
beer in mind the problems of post- our objective of defense today but lawyeres—but in the long run v:e're
war adjustments. and particularly with hope for tomorrow. there must in the same boat.
the future needs of business enter- be a united. concentrated effort in
And today we've got to work toprises to meet payrolls and provide all our 48 states. in all our. local
gether to solve our common prels.
working capital in ttie years ahead. government units as well as in the iems. we've got to work togeth,•r
New taxes must be levied. but they Federal government. Vigorous and
to check inflation. finance defense.
must be levied in such a way that united nation-wide economy on
- prevent unnecessary grassnreent
they will not halter production and non-defense spending in all three
controls on our freedom—in se, ri.
throw men out of work.
levels of government will not only we've all got to work together tGreat economies must also be protect the economic stability of
insure continued prosperity in the
made in non-defense spending. Be- our nation, it will go far to prove
years to come.
d.?for
dollar
one
out
fore patting
that our Democracy is a dynamic
bil1
to
an
hog-tied
tense. we are
valiant, realistic and successful way
FIRST TERM HONOR ROLL
lion dollar structure of federal, of life.
exlocal non-defense
state and
Sept rt. 1941—Oct 17. 1941
penditure. and this must be reduc•
SENIORS: Girls—Sara Nell AlexOn September 22. 1941, the maned. For. unless we finance the dewriting papers ander. Betty Jean Bowles, Dere,
white
of
ufacture
fense program wisely. we may find
was stopped in every 1J. S. paper Branch. Grace Cavendar.
feat economic disorganization at
mill. This move--a military neces- DeMyer. Virginia Howard, Martha
the end of this emergency. may
sity—was taken in the American Strayhorm Boys—Hugh Mac Mcdestroy the very triir,gs we are
v:ay. The paper industry reduced Clellan, Lasme Spence. Earl Wilk,anning so keep.
JUNIORS; Girla—Margaret B7aits use of chlorine by aboul 25 per
cent to release this vital chemical dy. Miriam Browder. Miriam C( -:•
TIGERS GET A CUT
for use in armaments. Now. what Pauline Davis. Virginia Ann Haely.
mean to you? It means Hazel Meacham Elizabeth Smith;
A World Series share of $5.927.31 does this
a
color
change
in your letterheads. Boys—Billy Gore. Charlt-s
for ths Detrot Tigers. who tied
SOPHOMORES: Girls--Nell Lutstatements and all printwith Cleveland for fourth place in invoices.
en Bard. LaNelle Bugg. Gene Bowthe American League the past ed stationers'.
den. Martha Daws. Carolyn Duley.
season. was announced Tuesday by
Be wise worldly. but not world- Ann Granam. Betty Lou McClellan.
Commissioner Kenesau- M. Landis.
Mary Blanche Wiggins. Sammye
The Tigers voted full awards of ly wise.
There is no error so crooked. but Williams: Boys—Dick Cummings.
1167.45 to 32 players and team ofW. H. Taylor. Robert Wines' I!
ticiaLe, including Har.k Greenberg. it hath in it some lines of truth.
FRESHMEN: G iris — 7.7
An injury forgiven is better than
big outfield star who was inducted
Goldsmith. Mary Lomse
Into the Army early in May. Small- an injury revenged.
Maurine Walker.
er shares. ranging from 583.73 to
A goesip and a liar are as alike
850 svere awarded nine others.
as two peas.
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PALESTINE NEWS

the near future to spend a few
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. J
it Powell, in Joliet. III.
Mrs Mary Pewitt and Robert reJohn Mac Simpson
spent the
turned Sunday from a week's visit weekdoid with Bates Byars.
with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pewitt
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Pittman had
and Paul Pewitt in Gladewater, dinner Saturday
with his mother,
Te11113.
Mrs. Lillie Miller.
Ed Thompson is improving from "ter.
Mrm• Hub.'" Jackson, this
being ill with a cold.
mister, Mrs. Hubert Jackson, OM
Mrs. Leslie Nugent spent Sunday week'
with Mr. and Mrs Weldon King
Miss Mary Nell Conner of near
and family.
Rutliville, who 11113 been spending
Mr. and Mrs Lon Brown and Mr. a few days with
Miss
Martha
and Mrs. William McClanahan and Muse, has returned home.
Joan motored to Illinois Sunday.
(7. R. Rawls, of Jachson, salesMr. and Mrs. Tommie Stoker of man for S. S. Dublin of Paducah.
Humboldt visited Mr. and Mrs. C. was in town Monday.
B Caldwell Sunday. They motorStark-C eron
tu Paducah in the ofternoon.
Martha Jean Brown had as her ! Mr. and Mrs. Len Cameron anbirthday guests Sunday, Hilda liar- • flounce the marriage of their daughrison, Margaret Jones, Betty Dawes, ter, Paula, to Lonzo Stark, son of
Ruth Browder and Martha William-1 Mr. Ind Mrs. Don Stark of Detroit.
son. They attended the show in thei:The ceremony was read by Rev.
Montgomery at Charleston, Mo., on
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard and fam- f:/ctober 23rd, at 10:00 p. m.
ily visited Mr. and Mrs. Juhn E.! Attendants were Eugene Pewitt
jof Mayfield, Miss Roma Coleman
Bard Sunday afternoon.
lot Pilot Oak, Don Cavender of
Percy King and Frank Gilbert!
:Pilot Oak. and Miss Flo Hall of
Mississippi Monday on
were in
Water Valley.
business.
The bride attended Pilot Oak
Mr. and Mrs. Erv,•in Bard were
guest, of Mr. rind Mrs. Roy Bard High School and the groom is a
graduate of Pilot Oak High School,
Sunday night.
'class of 1940. He has been employHarold Pewitt attended a "posed for the past year in Detroit,
sum hunt" Friday night given by
where they will make their home.
the Fpwierth League of Mt. Zion

America In Handcuffs
It is not the policy of thin paper to tell lin readers
1.11:11 10 110 and how to iloink.
never has been our policy and, by the grace
of Cod. it never will be our policy.
he sure, wt. 1110111so tell you what wr think.
That's only natural. And we won't pretend we don't hope
that you ofto•ntimen feel the game way al
t things as
we do. That's only natural, too—orily a hermit wants
to
lie al
• in his thoughts.
But
enough.

t•

s just agreeing with one. another is not

his is one of i 11011e tiMeA.
There is a law on the statute books of our country
vohich may well force us all to take (our orders fr
an
angry, n44444stacked
H110 mow resides in Iterclites.
',olden. 'this law is called the Neutrality Act. Briodly, it
tells UM Ator•rieans that we cannot carry on trade with a
mit'
that is at war. It tells t1S a lot of other things, too.
For
• thing, it 0.11,1 US that there is no such thing as
the traditional right of freeil
of the Pet101.
The moustached nianiac in Berchtesgaden likes this
law. He thinks it's the dandiest thing he eser beard of.
Senator Nye, who 1414.111/1 to keep pretty much in step with
the moustache(' maniac, likes this law, too. Senator
Wheeler thinks it's grand. So does Mr. Lindbergh.
But we don't. We think the Neutrality Law forings the
moustached maniac perilously chow to our shores, perilously close to the
plete domination of our lives, our
speech, our freedom
We think the Neutrality law is
a handcuff around the wrists of America.

That's what ,re iwneve. We hope you agree with us.
If you do, we aim to let our policy of not telling you
Churrh.
what to do lapse for a minute. Just for a niinute—
tomorrow we'll be the same as we've always been.
Mrs. Will Leonard and son, Kenneth, of Union City spent WednesSo now we're telling you: Sit down, grab a pen, a
day with Mrs. Harvey Pewitt.
pencil, a typewriter—anything that will put a few words
Mrs. Jennie Brown of Oklahoma
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Glass of
(on papo.r. Now WRITE! Write to Senator Tom CODhas been visiting relatives and Louisville have arrived for a visit
malty, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Comfriends in this vicinity for several with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
mitee in Washington. Don't waste words--just tell him
days.
Clyde Johnson. Mr. Glass is an emyou want the Neutrality Act Repealed NOW!
ploye of thi Courier-Journal.
When you've finished that one, write some more.
Mrs. Joe Works entertained with
Write to your Senator and your Congressman telling
a miscellaneous shower
for her
them you're sick of being handcuffed by the Neutrality
children, Mr and Mrs. Jimmie
Act and that you want it repealed.
Celebrating
her lath birthday, Works, at her home Monday afternoon. Many nice and useful gifts
Wire them if you want, but don't delay! Do it now!
Miss Martha House entertained
several of her friends with a chili were presented the newly-weds.
are orders--if you agree with us.
Those
On Saturday night. Nov. 1, Bee
supper and picture show party last
and
McClain
his
quartet
from
remember—when
But
the moustached nianiac gives
were:
guests
The
evening.
Tuesday
orders, you've GOT to agree.
Virginia Bushart. Mary Jo Reed. Union City will sing at Salem BapLillian Qualls, Mary Nell Conner, tist church. A most cordial inviHarold Vincent Jones, W. F. House, tation is extended to singers everywhere.
Jr , Neal Ross and Granville VinMr. and Mrs. Edgar Wells of
cent.
urray skirt
• • • Sund • goests of
Mrs. Jessie Hedge. Mary Evalyn
Cochran, and Mr. alid Mrs. J. T. their aunt, Mrs. L. B. Lassiter.
ReV. Paschall and the Baptist
Hedge and children spent Sunday
Orphan children
from Camden
in Cairo visiting Mr. and Mrs. Her,presented a program at Salem
man Hudson.
the past Sunday afternoon.
Miss Lucille Miller has as her 'church
P42/
,
'6.93zedosadikat.
guests Friday. Miss Thelma Snow • Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
WESTERN KENTUCKY
Mrs. T. F. Weatherford of had the following Sunday guests:
and
,Mr. and Mrs. Grant Bynum. Mr.
Mayfield.
TIACI4ERS COLLEGE
SCIPIIIJISK OREM KY.
Mrs. Louis Armstrong left Sun- and Mrs. Edd Frields. Mr. and Mrs.
Frields,
Earl
Carey
Mitchell
Mrs.
day for St. Louis where she will
Mar- NOTHING NEW UNDER THE sUN Remus says I am convinced that
spend two weeks vcith Mr. and Mrs. and son. Donald Earl. Misses
One of the janitors of our s• sool probably the old story is alwaes
Jane Bynum. Doyle
O. H. Peeples and her niece. Mrs. garet and
!Frields and J. W. Bynum.
with whom I exchange all the fun- the best, chiefly because it has
Ozell Sylvy.
Eld. Choate will deliver a ser- ny stories I hear. told me an
Mrs. Betty Winstead was the
old long been in human consciousnes;
Cuest of Mrs. J. T. Jackson Sun- mor at Knob Creek Church of yarn a few days ago and then re- These old-timers are folklore at its
Christ on next Sunday. An invitaday.
marked. °Who makes up such most primitive. A number of my
Rev. O. A. Gardner filled Eis tion is extended to all.
Mrs. C. C. McClain remains a- things?" I have heard thousands friends have spent their graduate
Good
appointment
at
regular
hout the same. having been ill see- of yarns but never knew anybody research work on folktales. with
Springs Sunday.
echo had made one." Then we dis- astonishing results. One comes to
weeks.
•
eral
daughter,
Barber
and
Mrs, 011ie
cussed various kinds of age-old feel, somehow. after a long assosuperintendent
Mitchell,
Earl
Mr.
Lucille
Miss
Ruth, were guests of
of Filtration at Paducah Water stories. and I told him how I had ciation wall these elemental varns
d.
.
• k
methaeval Latm and Ger- that they probably represent the
Mm_ J. F. McAllister will leave Works. is in Nashville this week,:read
while Mrs Mitchell and son. Don_ man and French many of the very earliest stratum of our cultural
ald Earl, are here with her parents, funny things that appear almost ideas next to ou:- fears and superdaily on comic radio programs. stitutions.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Guaranteed Radio
A very big percentage of the
J. Vincent is able to be out some Like him I wonder who made them
Repair Service
now. He was laid up several weeks up. Of course. there are always lo- yarns at the store were and are
with injuries received in a fall cal touches added by each new spin- from this unwritten but traditionner of the yarn. but the motif goes al stock. Some of the tales have
from a wagon.
Mr. Jack Mitchell made a pur- away back into the early history been told so many times at the exRADIOTRICLAN
chase of a John Deere tractor a of the race. A six-volume work on pirs,
,
ns
be
abieN-d es
,
oem
;
r b0,
10c
iyalbepe
he‘
rso
.esn
folktale motifs which I recently refew days age
incidents
many
that
lists
of
viewed
WESTERN .4UTO
as authentic history. I have e,
One today is better than ten to- reappear in steries told all over ths had to force myself to la
Associate Store
Ridworld. Cinderella. Little Red
'morrows.
heartily at some local story
Phone 142
Lake St.
To have slanders forgotten by inghood. the successful younger with all the trappings of his:
brother. the wicked step-mother. when I had had the same story
'others Se eet them yours.elf
faithful pet—all am citizens of the me equally plausibly in ten or fifworld And the nameless heroes or teen other places. The charactervillains of the short jokes am just istic of folk yarns that makes them
as much a part of human know- most fascinating in their adaptaledge, whether people am savages. bility: in this way they take
or civilized beings.
local flavor and may be as s:17..,Ht
All teachers am credited with as Jisseph's coat of many c.,lors
loving to tell jokes. It is an accuI would like to ask. as did my
sation that I shall not attempt to Janitor friend. where these yarns
deny. Some years ago it occurred started. If we are as intelligent As
that I could get the best laughs bY we think ourselves to be. why do
telling only the jokes that were old we not make up brand-new yarns,
when I could first remember. To as dintinctive as these old ones we
Like time and tide, fire waits for no man.
my students. twenty to thirty years have inherited' Is yarn-spinning ot
younger, these old gags seem motif-making like word-creation.
The time to insure against damage or loss
bright and fresh, or, at least, they another art that is almost lost,
laugh. The only difficulty I have With thousands of new things to
by fire is right now._ Delay may cost you
in telling such old stories is that I say. we fall hack on the basic
savings of a lifetime.
have to 0Se A step-down trans words of the language. created
former on many of them sinee I When OUT ancevlors Were the most
could hardly "Gin them to others primitive savages. When I camp
We'll be glad to furnish you full informaas they were gun to tee." AS l'nfle under a cliff or beside a spring or
tion about insurance protection.
osar a cave and exchange with my
.sirtner some choice folk tales. 1
'SUBSCRIBE FOR—
sonde'
. whether the unknown peocm•mw. la!- Apnea!
who have lived in these same
ple
Courier4estraal
Leotard*
4
regions and whose flint workings
EAmisi ille Timea
St LOWS rest -f11.11AtCh
not enterI find everyss here
81,11,ouls litohe Democrat
71 each other at their camp oith
Chicago Herald Examiner
,`1111` of the same s'ams that o
Chicago American
Are spinning. colored only sloe'•
Chicago Tribes,
;'• •
'
the time and tloe
Just Phone 753
Phone No. 5
:1 of the yarn-spinner
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HERSCHEL BARD

No Time To Waste.-INSURE NOW!

riebney Talks

The attention of all citizens LI
leaned to Coruititutional Amendment
INo. 1, which will appear upon Ks*
'ballot at the general election on
November 4, 1941.
This amendment, if adopted, win
permit the Legislature to appro.
priate funds in addition to the
!present ischool per capita to those,
school districts in the state where
the educational services offered
Frederick Stamm, Economist
the children are below standard.
Director of Adult Education !
Amendment No 1
INIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE] liasConstitutional
been endorsed by the Kentucky Education Association, the
The seriousness of raw material !State Board of Education, the State
'hostages at this time has been in- 'Federation of Women's Clubs, the
heated by Floyd B. Odium of the Kentucky Congress of Parents and
;Teachers, the Kentucky Federation
Mice of Production Management.
:of Labor, the State Farm BUTVAU,
Mr. Odium pointed out that 20,000 ,and other civic
organizations. It is
onall firms might be shut down 'non-partisan and non-political, and
during the defense emergency be- its only purpose is to make poscause of the lack of raw material.!sible improved educational services
Since many of these manufactrers 'throughout the state.
In the past Kentuckians have beets
are in small towns, you can see
the widespread unemployment it i slow to amend the State Corsutuwill cause in these communitites. lion. This amendment, however, is
Both Mr. Odium and a "small'one of the most constructive probusiness defense committee" of posals that has been brought to
the attention
of the vote-s for
Congress are
holding
meetings • many
years. It is worthy of the
throughout the country to see what
can be done to open these plants. support of ail Kentuckians.
In Columbus, Ohio, over 300 manuLiars begin my imposing on othfacturers and dealers told the defense committee they would have ers, but end by deceiving themselto close
their businesses unless ves.
Hate furroweth the brow, and a
they could get a "reasonable al!
location" of metals. ethyl alcohol,' man may frown till he hateth.
Pride is not more sinful than it
cottons. woolens and other raw mais dangerous.
terials.
It is as hard for the good to susIf there are small businesses in
pect evil as it is for the bad to susyour community which are having
pect the good.
difficulty in securing raw materThey who make the best use of
ials, they should get in touch with
their time have none to spare.
the Office of Production ManageIf you won't do better today,
ment. This office is anxious to
you'll do worse tomorrow.
keep small industry alive. and it
Life's trials may be tiard to bear.
may be that it can aid you in se- I
but patience. car. outlive them.
curing defense contracts and raw
materials. It may pay each of you
to find out where regional meio•
ings of the OPM are being held and
attend them. You can then present
your problems and also indicate
what type of work your plant can
CreesmuLsion relieves promptly bedo and how you can fit into the cause
it goes right to the seat of the
defense program. Immediate inves- trouble to help loosen and expel germ
phlegm, and aid nature to soothe
tigation
of these problems may laden
and heal raw,tender inflamed bronchial
bring thousands of dollars to your mucous membranes. Tell your druggist
to
community in defense contracts thesell you a bottle of Creomulsion with
understanding you must like the
later on. If yau don't act. some way It quickly allays the cough or you
are
to
have your money back.
other communities will. and they
will receive the benefit. You cannot afford to wait
For Conchs, Chest Colds, Broochitis

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

CREOMULSION

—EAT AT—

LOWE'S CAFE
Modernistic and Comfortable
Good Food Serred Right
OPEN DAY & NIGHT

What Do You Know About Beer? . . .

A.: More than 15,000 people hold jobs in thiv state s
legal beer industry!
Q.: What does that amount to in a'ollars 4.1041.-ents?
A.: S 10,000.000 rem y ear.
Q.: What does this ocean to Kesstatko's workers?
A.: Steady jobs, good pay. food :old clothing. comfort
and security—for about 50,000 Kentuckians.
Q.: What is the beer industry daises to protect these benefits?
A.: This committee cooperates ith law enforcem trot
officials to keep retail beer outlets wholesome. NiCe do
not and will not tolerate law violations by a few undesirable beer retailers.
Q.: /5 tba prolrasse getting malts?
A.: Here
23
7
2
2

••••••••

they are for the past two years:
retail licenses revoked
beer licenses suspended
places padlocked forever
license applications refused

This record of action resulted from our resommemlations to
law enforcement oAicrs.
(..AN II1ELP to looms sour beer in la. •biding. orderly
place.. and bs bovcotting beet dealers who !steak the lass

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE

Insurance Agency

FRANK 6 Pit'C44161'1. sisso Pewee.
mune

Subscribe to TffIS NEWS

No. 2 of a Series

HOW MANY JOBS IN
KENTUCKY'S BEER INDUSTRY?

ATKINS

JACK EDWARD'S

AMENDMENT moron!)
KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION

caramnssu sum
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„
Behind The Scenes In
American Business

BULLDOGS ARE DEFEATED
14-19 BY RUSSELLVILLE

FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
••••••••••••.,

HARRIS NEWS

TOO MUCH 1.01,1111(

tl.,t, the piddle wants to !know
whether anything can be done by
"The net result of the conflict the peti Meow coordinator's office
CHURCH OF CHRIST
testintony
befi ire till. S0114114` to bring about more efficient use
10:00 a.m - Sunday School, Bob
Committee investigating oil short• 'of the existing supply of care."
Harris, superintendent.
Agcs, is to create grave doubts con10:50 a.m.—Morning Worship,
The uil industry con produce oil
6.30 p. nt.--EVI•1111Ig Woraliip.
cerning ttie necessity of continuing
in any uevtled quantity rho nailEld C. la Houser, Minist r tho oil conservation program," says
roads can curry tremendieux athe Washington l'ost. "If shippers
mounts (if that oil. All in all it
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
are free to use the surplus earn
9:45 a.m.—Church School, Dr. J.
looks us if the dire prediction, were
,
located by the Association of AmerL. Jones, superintendent.
ican Railroads, there will be little without justification at the time
11:00 a. ni.---Morning Worship.
reason to fear oil shortages in this they were niade, and that the.
6:00 p. m.—Youth Groups.
area in the near future If they are
WIIM 1114,11c...4 V
ill( 011Vellielleett.
7:30 p. m.--Evening Worship.
Wednesday evening, 7.30 p. m - Mid-week prayer mervice.
Rev. Loyal O. Hartman, Pastor

CHURCHES

The Fulton High Bulldogs wet,.
The singing last Sunday night
defeated by the Russellville PanHOLIDAY HOPES--The. nation's thers 14 to 13 last Friday night in was fine. The Paducah
Mixed
large storekeepers, undismayed by Russellville. in it game that SaW Quartet was present.
This quartet will give a concert
ECCelVt. all the bad breaka
signs of stiffening sales resistance,
are still figuring un the biggest 'rhe Bulldogs were threatening to Friday night, November 7, at the
Christmas trade in history. Shelves score again when the final whistle itehotil building. Proceeds are to be
stove for the church.
are overflowing and stocks are the blew and had the ball on the Rus- [used to buy
Mr. and Mrs. O. Williams, Mtn.
largest ever. In many cases big sellville ten yard line.
The Panthers took an early lead Bettie Edwards, Miss !Ada Giffin.
stores acquired special warehouses
early in the year to hold overflow and held it until the second quar- 'and Mrs. Ruby Render attend. d
the Bulldogs tied the Quarterly Conference at New Hope
supplies So they're ready for any ter when
conceivable demand in the gift score 7 to 7. Neither tilde scored in M F. Church last Friday.
The P. T. A. are planning to imlines. Store inventories in various the third and the Bulldogs began
cities are bigger by from 23 to 53 the fourth with a steady determin- . prove tht•ir hot lunch kitchen by
per cent than last year . . . Mer, ation. Willingham had been forced ,buildmg in cabinets and furnishing
chants anticipate no backtracking from the game by illness but his !tables and seats. They are planning
front the trend to more sales in the position was ably filled by Moore, a play to take place eland Thanks- CUMBERLAND TRESBYTERIA%
"luxury" lines, and to demand for who drove off-tackle for the last :giving.
CHURCH
Mr. Tom Fraaier was made helper
staples in higher price bracken:, Bulldog score. The try for the ex9 45 a.m.—Sunday School, Ford
in
()tar
shield
hot
lunch
kitchen
front
last
relapse.
the
week
score
point
and
failed
tra
generally
. Yet the
l
Lansden, superintendent.
vcith
Mrs. Willie
the "beat the luxury tax" buying 13 to 7, with only tninutes to go. in connection
11 .00 a.m.—Morning Service.
Dedmon.
Fulon
splurge of Sept. 29-30 is now dis- Russellville had the ball
7:30 p.m.—Evening Service.
the
The
sick
I
are improving. Mr. Robcernible in the fact that national ton's twelve yard line where
REV. E. R. LADD, Pastor
department store sales for the week ball got away from Chapman and ert Conley is improving but is still
ending October 18 were up only a was captured by Nelms. Here two eery ill.
Elio's: BAPTIST CHURCH
Mrs Joe Faulkner returned home
9:45 a.m--Sundav School, E. E
modest 7 per cent . . . And retail of the officials signaled that it Wati
Mount.
superintendent.
prices are now beginning to re- Fulton's ball, n.hen the third offi- fun° the hospital last Saturday and
10:50 a. m.—Preaching Service.
flect more sharply the increase‘s in cial reversed the ds•cision. giving is doing nicely.
5.00
p. na—Evening service.
several the ball to Russellville, who scor- f Claude Dummons, formerly of
quotations
wholesale
6:15 p. na—B. T. U., Clifton
:Harris, but now living in Rives,
ed on the next play.
months ago.
)
Hamlett, director.
, WWI rushed to the I. C Hospital in
Lineup:
Wednesday evening, 7 p. m.—
Russellville ;Paducah last Monday with rupturPos.
WASHINGTON — The ''spread Fulton
Teachers' and Officers meetIng.
Holloway
reis
condition
being
His
apPendix.
LE
:ed
is
OPM
of
drive
Nelms
the work"
Wednesday evening, 7.45 p. m.—
Correll garded serious.
LT
not only intensified, but also dram- Hartman
Miciv:eek prayer services.
Thurmond
white
red,
special
LG
Mr. and Mrs. David Edwards of
atized. Three
Davis
REV. E. A. AUTREY, Pastor
Cruscott Detroit are visiting relatives here
and blue trains will pull out of here McKenzie
Chesser this week
RG
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Nov. 10, carrying defense officials Willey
Williams
RT
Mr. H. D. Lennox spent last weal.
9:45 a m.—Sunday School, Chas.
on a three-way 30-day tour of the Tosh
Arnold 'in Memphis attending a post °Hie, Gregory, auperintendent.
RE
country. Object is to let Army, Spence
Chapman
and M(x)re
QB
official meeting.
10 5(1 a. m.—Morning service.
Navy, Maritime Commission
Coffman
HB
Mrs. Nina Lennox and Mrs. Tom
7.30 p. m.—Evuning service.
OPM officials interview defense- Whitesell
Hughes Dedmon visited Mrs. Willie Oliver
liB
REV. WILLIAM WOODBURN,
eager manufacturers at principal McClellan
Davis
FB
cities along the route, ''get togeth- Willingham
i last Friday afternoon.
Pastor
Substitutions: Fulton — Sharpe,
ST. EDWARD CATHOLIC
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Dunn \as er" on subcontracting and "conla-a
Dunn
Steele.
Jim
Another
Mrs.
.
Hart.
.
and
possibilities
.
Mr.
lited
version
CHURCH
Sensing,
team will Sunday.
9:30 a. m —alass on first. third
phase of the same drive is seen in
The Lexington. Tenn..
game
and
Brockwell
a
for
Friday
Theo
Mrs.
Fulton
Mr and
and fifty Sundays.
the avaarding of a $12.000,000 con- come to
will family and Miss Juanita Ferguson
7:30 a. m.—Mass on second and
tract, for 50-calibre anti-aircraft with the Bulldogs. The game
o'clock.
guests
dinner
fourth Sundays.
were the last Sunday
gun mounts, to three companies in begin at 2 1to
a d Mr. and Mrea Sam Speed.
FATHER CARRICO, Pastor
the household washer and ironer
Mrs. H. L. Lynch was the last
industry, in which. all told. 34 comThursday dinner guest of Mrs. Jack
panies have been "certified" for
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST
Dunn.
special consideration
because deCHURCH
Mr and Mrs. Tom Frazier visfense has stalled their peacetime
Service field every
Saturday.
activities.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. DeMyer and .ted Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Atkinson Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. Roy TaySunday afternoon.
Miss Roberta DeMyer spent Sunlor, 9uperintendent
Mrs. Ruby Neisler and son, Bil10:45 a.m., Missionary program,
AUTO PLAN—The problem of day in Obion with their brother.
lie, v..ere Sunday dinner guests of Eli Layton, Assistant Elder in
how to adjust matters between the Urbon DeMyer. and family.
Mrs.
George
Britton.
charge. Morning Worship 11:00 a.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Hopper and
demands of armaments and the
Junior Lynch spent last week- m. 2:30 Young People's Missionary
auto industry so as to take care son. Floyd, of Columbus. Ky., were
of defense needs isathout cutting Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kel- end with Walter Jones of near Volunteer Society, Mrs.
Lively
Union City.
Morris. Leader.
car output to an uneconomic low ly French.
Miss Myrtle Brockwell was the
Wednesday Evening 8:00 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Allen and
level has been a major one for
months. Non.- SPAS has a 14-point daughter. Carolyn. of Fulton. spent Sunday guest of Miss Opal Work- Prayer Meeting.
Come to the friendly church and
plan. presented by Joseph W. Fraz- Sunday with Mrs. Allen's parents. man.
receive a fellowship v..elcome.
er. president of Willys-Overland Mr and Mrs. Sam McDaniel.
J. Wesley Richardson, Elder.
51r. and lalra Carl Smith and
and member of the OPM automoFULTON CIRCUIT
bile advisory committee. that vvould Mrs. W. L. Baulch of Union City
•re Sund aj• afternoon guests of
"release 454.808.270 pounds of raw
CRRISTLAN SCIENCE
E. B. Rucker. Pastor
11 00 a.m.—Morning service.
materials for defense and at the N1r. and Mrs. T. B. Renfro.
Let the officials of the churches
and
Mrs.
Morris
Will
and
Mr.
Wednesday Evening 7.30 p.m.—
same time keep civilian transpornote the date of adjourned session
alid-week services.
tation wheels rolling." Basic fea- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Daniel have ,of Fourth Quarterly
conference or
Rev.
tures of the plan: production of on- moved to the home vacated by
Saturday. November 8. at Mt. Ntorly lightest-weight car or series now David Ezell. who recently moved iiih. Please be present at
10:30: CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
being built by each parent manu- to Calvert City.
that is the hour for business.
9.45 a. m —Sunday School. (has
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Green of Libfacturer: •,allocation of production
We trust those churches that Burgess, superintendent.
on the basis of critical materials erty and Mr. and Mrs. Billie Green have not paid all
the Benevolences
11:00 a. m.—Preaching service by
used. volume needed for success- of McConnell were luncheon guests will make another
attempt to have the pastor.
ful plant operation. and number of of thew daughter and sister. Mrs. the full amount
in hand.
6:00 p. rr..—Junior service.
dealers dependent on a manufac- Christine Pierce, Saturday.
Let all the church schools make
6:30 p. m —N. Y. P S. service.
the
spent
Rogers
Helen
Miss
turer: elimination of deluxe models
out a report for the year and hand
Bring your family and friends
and production of only two-door week-end in Fulton with her sis- to the pastor. It
is impossible for to these services.
Greer.
William
Mrs.
ter.
and four-door sedan models. It gets
him to make his report without
Rev. Armond Calvert. Pastor.
Mrs. Jack Lowe spent Tuesday
down to brass tacks in calling for
yours. He has to combine all the
Mrs.
sister,
her
with
Kenton
a master inventory to determine in
schools into one report for the
the amount of raw materials avail- Carthel Elder.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
charge.
A. Va. Green of Fort Bragg spent
able after Military and Pend-less*
, Only thrne hove appeamd a. yet
In all Chriatiar, Science churches.
requinenents have been filled. and part of his vacation with his sit- •to help paint the
parsonage. HerChristine Pierce.
then "allocation of these materials ter.
schel Bennett from Pleasant Hill. branches of The Mother Church.
to the industries producing itewss
V.' %V Henley arid his son-in-law. The First Church of Christ. Scienestsential to the
IL. it reMr Yates. from Bethlehem. We are tist, in toston. Mass., a LessonHAWS CLINIC
Sermon v.:ill be read on Sundaa.
lates to defense.**
looking for you daily.
Only three more preaching ser- November 2. 1941. on the subject
Ila :Mae Allen remains the same.
BITS O'BUSLNESS — Furniture
ViCeS for the year. Sunday morn- "Everlasting Punishment."
Willie Sheridan is doing nicely
The Golden Text will be: "Rightbusiness going strong—for the first
ing at Bethlehem. evening at Rice
eousness exalteth a nation: but sin
eight months of the year 22 ner after an appendix operation.
City. 6 o'clock. Second
Sunday
Paul Morris is better.
cent ahead of 1940 pace. and with
morning at Wesley. It is painful in a reproach to any people." (ProNina Ross of Crutchfield. who
final quarter expected to be even
and maybe suspicious when some verbs 14:34). Bible. selections will
was admitted
for treatment. has
bigger
. . Military- tanks. an inof the members absent themselves include the following passage from
been d ism issed.
dustry that wasn't even in existon the last service. Come along Psalms: "In God is my salvation
Stephen Davis of Cairo. who WaS
and my glory: the rock of my
ence 18 months ago in this counand lets worship together.
given treatment for injuries. tias
strength. and my refuge, is in
try. by the middle of 1942 will be
been dismissed.
God." (Psalms 62:71.
a abiliton-dollar" industry—it's now
C. B. Mayo, Jr.. of Paducah. who
FI'LTON HOSPITAL
praducing at the rate of S25,000,received treatment for injuries, has
000 worth a month. and is schedulbeen dismissed.
W
N
Brasfteld of Hickman
ed to double that by this year's
Howard Hobbv has bean dis- R,ute 4. is getting along
end. double it again in first half
fine.
missed after treatment.
Frank Provow is improving.
tf '42 . . . Standard equipment on
Realus Thompson was treated f( r
"Mrs Julia Rawls is deing nicely
one of Uncle Sam's battleships inSome frail fakes are natinal
a broken arrn
Mrs Harry Jonakin and son were
eludes about
100 typewriters--to
alila for ennstipation. Naiad eonMrs. Estil Vick who undervcent dismissed Sunday.
Rains trash prune juke combined'
Say nothing of some 60 filing caba minor operation has been 6;5with a scientific preparation of
Martha Ann Rushing was disinets, 20 adding machines and a
nsiaeral oil and phenolphthalein.
missed
rrassed Saturday.
pair of cash registers .
. Banks
rondartatile
action. No griPiug.
Bill Day. who was admitted for
Mrs. Luelan Wilkins v..as disate combing the naoods for new
Sati,farlion gaaranterd
imoorr
treatment for injuries. is shghtly rrIS:4`ti Friday.
-Trio
SOc ard S1.00 SALK.
lellers--as fast as they get them
improved.
guaraatead
lSoid
and
by
Charles
Lon:ell
Glisson
was distrained defense plants grab them
Teddy Lewis Ledbetter. son ef nnased Saturday morning.
for paymasters
. . One a the
DeMver Drug Company
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ledbetter, is
Mrs
Paul
Wade and son were
country's largest vanity-cast‘ mannicely after an appendect- dismis.sed Saturday.
doing
ufacturers found it easy to switch
omy.
Mrs. Harold Newton and son n
his machinera• over to making chell
RADIO
Dr T W. Jones of Bradford. who dsirnissed Saturday.
Carnegie-Tilineis steel
eases .
vias admitted for treatment. has
and
Mrs, Roy McClellan was
announces a S15.000.000 expansion
been dismiased.
REFRIGERATION
missed Sunday.
program in Gary, Ind
Toy Lee Hicks of Hickman is doPatsy Ann Covington wa.
SALES and SERVICE
ing nicely after a major operatton. led Monday for a tonsil ,
Let all your things have their
Marvin
Laird
and daughter and was dismissed Tuesday.
Mrs.
II. A R D
place let each part of your bun'. are getting along nieely.
h'efrigeralion Service
ness have its time.
l'utton'a Only Complete RAI*
A good name is rather te
ConfeKa that you were wrong
and Refrigeration Service
It is good that a rr.an should hope chosen than great riches:
and
yesterday. it will show that You and quietly wait for the salvation ,or favor rather than adept
ati {tablet St —Phone No. 4
are Wile today
of the Lurd.
eeld
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ONE of NATURE'S AIDS
For CONSTIPATION

esilostiandisulsaishamis

efir.

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT
GENERAL ELECTION

Tuesday, November I, 1911
Name of Voter
Residence

Reg. No.

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NUMBHIS I
Ale you al favor of
Amending the Constitution of Kentucky so
as to provide that the
i;eneral Assembly
YES [1:1
may by general law
distribute not to exceed tem per cent (10
per
cent) of
the NO
a.l)001 fund on other
than a census pupil
lasts?

DEMOCR 1TIC
PARTY
Fur Representative
Harry L. Waterfield

CONSTITUTIONAL
ANIENDMENT NUMBER

For County Judge
Horner

Roberts

For County Attorney
W. C. Tipton, Jr.

Are. you in favor of
amending the Constitution of Kentucky
giving to the General
Assembly the authority to prescribe by
general
law
that YES El
catunties so desiring
may
install voting
machines to be used
in any and all elections, provided said
machines are installed at the expense of
the county?

No[II

Far County Court Clerk
C

N

Holland

r1
For Sheriff
Myatt (Mike) Johnson T1

•

For Jailer
Will T. Shanklin

For Tax Commissioner
F.lmer Murchla

For Coroner
E

A

Ilammrrat

r-1

For Magistrate
(1st Di..strIct)
C. J. Bowers
(2nd District)
Hugh Carrigan
(3rd District)
Rainey (Frock) Jones
(4th District)

FT

Cecil McKimmons
For Constable
(1st District)
Walter Ferguson
(2nd District)

(3rd District)
D B. (Fatty) Barbourn
(4th District)
Joe Darr.,

State of Kentucky
County of Fulton I SCT
k
I. C. N. Holland,
Clerk of the County Court
for the County and State
certify that the above and aforesaid, do hereby
foregoing is a true
and correct copy of the ofticial
Ballot to he voted on in the General Election
General Election,
November 4, 19-11.
Given under my hand this the
ltith day of
October. 19.11.
C. N. HOLLAND, Clerk

•
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EDUCATIONAL DEFENSE
!the Panama Canal. This rnap
3. le t
eerie that rriati.ruslistic
1.11/1.11
f•
duinpnes. and
MEETINGS ARE HEI,D dent, the Chief Executive said, th
litZredwstiuldt display dots not always mean pow• .11 ails are
iequiii meth' many
Nazi ()coign not only egunist Semi
he of iminenae service to the Axis. er. A school ia not measured by the poultry houses
fail to meet.
Allletail
Intl against the
(tImitinued From Page I)
United
Seventh the new Japnnese gov • mese of a pep rally, nor im the mu
Sensing Oar Of the first needis
Criticism et this nation's arum 8.f.
Pewitt, Chairman of the Fulton States itself.
ernnient
constitutea
a thread to sic of
band determined by the of the New
fiat continues to Militia AeCtitflialt
World, Columbus
The Nuzi would Libel's!'
County Agricultural Defense Board,
ivto one sif the latest surveya, it will Asiatic Ruarea. Rumens fly about flashy uniform, nur is tlie happi- brought livestock to America ors
-Pretesitunt,
announces that within the next few
M44that Japan nauy seize the vital pert ness of a hone. meesured by the his second voyage.
liamtnetlan, !finite, Buddhist and be another year before out mili- of Yladivostock. Arid the
weeks
representative of the ..
only fresh finery of its decorutions, tier is a
The fanner who succeeds with
Jewish alike • end impose on a tia), production rivals that of Eng- troeips
ty board will cull 011
Russia ilea ale
lanai
Eastern church estimeted by the bigness of crops, criws and hens, mint
land. Inasmuch as Wi. have three
weed,
to learn what increases he mill Nuri-dianinuted
world if Ilitier
feed and breed, and keep contintimers the population of Britain, gurrisona. If Japan effered no dan- its buildings
'mike in food production in 1942 won, en Intermitional chureh In
ger,
Russia
could
brieg
and
them
II.
It
la
an
appeal
lo
give
our
ually
at it.
and
many time* the resourcea
am a contribution to national defen- this chinch the welds
Ilitler's
their supplien
110IMtet het Weak
souls a chance.
' The beat corn im produced on
Mem Kampf would replace the of ell kinds, it is applItillt that we 4411441
se.
forCell
Eursipe.
Jea
But
if
These
JeWN
had
centered
all
strong, healthy stalk'. This is one
are still a long, long way from anyMajor increaavs needed in Kell• Bible. The God of blood and iron
thing rexembling un "all out" aim - en threatens, she is between Ow thee thoughtx ori the building of a icemen Nerd corn ohould be selecttueky, according te the State Ag- will take the place of love and
devil
end
the
decp
blue
sea.
maimed
life,
magnifying only the ed in the field.
Retest proeram.
ricultural Defense Board, are 27,- mercy if Hitler has his way, the
In
Japanese
Washingtion, the
te tiff I -but they
had lost sight
Authorities claim that for every
ailserteff.
948,000 gallons more milk then is
lithate•fg it is believed change of government mud.. u com- of their
spiritual conditions. They dollar bees bring in from honey,
ta..ed upon the labor lenders elle our actual production may lie paratively
being produced in 1941, an addismall stir. AN column magnified the miner and lost sight they do at least
twenty dollars
tional 10,212,000 dozen eggs and to rally to the natiemil detente. per- greater than official announcement ist Paul Mallon put it, "The fluc- of the major
thing in life.
worth of good for the farmer by
murketing of an additional 21,127,- gi UM, and indicated that druidic lic• indicates—that, in other words, the tuating wrath of Tokyo &aimed con2. Men need to learn that Ged
pollinating vegetables, fruits and
lion would bs- taken by the goy- extent of our arm; output is being siderably
000 pounds of beef and veal.
lean than the expected more important than gold, and that clovers.
Besides these increase/Mr. Pew - ernment against holier radicals like deliberately played down as a mat- reactien. Over-committed in China, God is learned
In the anent mom
John L. ',ewe; and others who re- ter ef policy Whether this is true torn
ltt points out, increaser',
We should produce all the cotton
with political dissension wee
certain
iif life, not in the glamor of
other foods and feeds r will he fum, to resperid to all efforts of or not, however, a great many in, threatened with economic star - the footlighte Open
arid tobacco we need and more
conflicts
mien
needed in this County, and those compromise.
authorities' are convinceel that some valise), Tokyo would have to ex- slime, but tle, outcome of them
ix food—particularly milk, eggs, poul—
will be included in the Farm Deradical chungua must be effected hibit a lot of wrath to frighten anY- nearly always determined before- try and fruits--then wo need, so
fense Pregrarn pinns which each
before this nation's "IltSelial Of One,"
hand, in the secret Mare, before the as to have that pronilsed countries
'
;,'
farmer will In. linked to make.
resisting uggression.
is even partialTO BF. SAlle AS IN 1911'sieniocracy"
IS iM
Open secret that many first gun is fired.
If we are to reach these goals,
ly realized.
3 All worthwhile thinga are 0 the average,
hirer-ranking tI. S. Naval officers
hi.ns in the UnitMr. Pewitt said, furniers will have "ekes,
alletnicres for burley, There are three definite factions would welcome a naval showdoee learned itl the secret place
Art. ed States lay ;deed. 1 sor eggs is year.
to produce m.e.e than they trive dark air-cured
Wilily,
Science, Poetry, Prayer, Yet records show
and dark fire-cured involved in the defense program. with Nippon. They think ws- eould
that when the
ever produced in the histery of the types
will be the same in the 1942 Number one is the gie rnment. win that war in fairly quick bro.,. Faith, etc. They muy wait for the yearly production is increased fermi
United States. But this is no time Agricultural
Censervation
Pro- lien. thew has been WI etteeSSIVe But, should it come, our air-to• public place to be friund out, bet NO to 200 eggs per hen, the poulto over-produce en wheat, cotton gram us in
1941, the State AAA Of- overlapping of activity. There has England program would certainly they were learned in the secret. tryman gets. about four times as
and tobacco, of which ttisee are re fice
announces.
I been too much divided rexponsibil- have to be slowed down to a walk The 11,•hrews never acquired their much for the work of taking care
bundant supplies on haqd, he added.
If. M. Pewee Chairman of the iity. Some of the more extreme New for the duration of hostilities in faith lifter they were put in the of the chickens.
Farming "as usual" will not be Fulton County Agricultural
fiery furnace, nor did Daniel wait
Con- Dealers, according to informed crit- the Pacific.
either profitable or helpful in me servation Association,
until he WaS put in the den of lions
points out ics, have put their ideological amtional defense, Mr. Pewitt points that this means
Subscribe to THE NEWS.
III. It Is an appeal to give these
all farm allotments ,bitions ahead of anything else, at
out, because the request for in- will remain
solitudes a chance.
the same except whs re the expense of militury production.
creased production
is in needed adjustments are required because
1. "Ite still and know that I ar,
W. W. Jones & Sons
commodities, for which there is a ef marketing quotas violations or A number of the much-touted exGod.'' This can not be learned er.
perts
have
who
ben
key
given
jobs,
rising demand, and is net a request other special conditions defined in
Tills sermon was contributed by less one is still. meditative. TI •
Funeral Home
have
proven
And
failures.
the
avfor a blanket increase in all types lies•s and regulations.
129 University
Phone 39.
Rev E A. Autrey, pastor of the quiet places are God's schoolroom
oid
bureaucracy—slothful
vices
of
ef farm products.
MARTD,I, TENN.
Total State allotments for the ness and lack of initiative—have Fire Baptist Church in Fulton:
he meets his pupils there.
A Distinctive Service Well
In order that Fulton C'eunty three major types of tobacco grown
Ps. 48:10
2. Prayer is more often listenire
Within Your Means
Farmers may assist the County Ag- in Kentucky are; Burley, 264,275 been retarding elements.
Thr. purpose of the Psalm may to God rather tlian. speaking
ricultural Defense 130ard in mak- acres; dark air-cured, 30,780 acres; **The second factor is industry. By be clearly
learned by the expies- Him. The Psalmist said, ''I will ht..
ets
and large. it has responded
ing a speedy and thorough survey and dark fire-cured, 33,150.
sums in it. The people were great- what God will say."
the demands of the emergency. But
of farm preelection plans for 1942,
Accurate
Mr. Pewitt points out that farmly disturbed because of reverses, 3. Sickness is a great
Mr. Pewitt suggests that they be- ers who have kept their tebacco Certain important segments, con- wars. disasters, and
WORKMANSHIP
kindred things. Paul learned some of hi
sciously or otherwise, seem to have
gin now to;
acreage within
allotments under
David seeks to quiet them by mak- sons in prison dungeons.
At Low Cost
'been
unwilling
or
unable
to
abanCheek
ferns 'Tops and livestock the program and who have used
1.
ing a plea for God
Watches, flocks
Time Pieta/
to see %shed products can be m- the program's soil-building allow- don the "business as usual" idea.
of Ali Kin& Accurately Re1. It is an appeal to sive God a SILO
SI.VPKINS SAYS
paired •t Low Cost by—
erles:44.d. maintained or reduced in ances to build up their land are This segment of industry, in the Chance.
opinion of its critics, hiss been teo
line with national needs.
ANDREWS
new in position to produce larger
Food and rrerre of it is the fare
1. They had forgotten God in the
JEWELRY COMPANY
2. Check with the County Defense quantities of foods needed in the cautious, too fearful of losing prof. .
its. That has delayed the harsh scramble of life. They had pracBoard on processing and handling d8,fense program.
changeover from a peacetime to a tically voted him out of their nafacilities for crors or products they
Many farmers. he states, may find
wartime basis of operation.
tional life. They had crowded hire
plan to produce.
it profitable to shift more of their
3. Start carrying eut 1942 pro- time from growing tobacco to proThe third factor is labor. Here. out of their individual lives. Now
duction plans now by laying in duction of meat, poultry and dairy again, an important segment has leek at life where God has beer,
supplies of seeds. fertilizers and products for which there is a grow - put personal pov.e.r and profit a• ignored.
other materials that will be needed. ing demand.
head of the needs of the nation
2. The plea is for us as well ie
For additional information or as,Strikes in defense industries have for them. In this age of materialism
sistance in planning participation in
cost the country millions of man- when men trust in wealth, rreanThe majority of pedestrians kill- days of work. They have prevented zations and efficiency, it ;
the Farm Defense Program. farrned
in
traffic
acidents
death
meet
ers are advised to see the County
the manufacture of unknovim quan- lose sight of God. In the 4.
Agricultural Defense Board, repre- after dark. Four out of five adult.tities of planes, tanks and other militarism, when men seek their
pedestrians
who
are
killed in traf- weapons of war. In these days. a victories by the means of arme,S
senting all agencies of the LI. S.
Department of Agriculture, or to fic lose their lives between 5 p m. strike carried on by a few work- forces, and super-powerful equipand 1 a. m.
Count y Hems sentatives
see
ers in a vital plant, can stop pro- ment. it is likely that they we.
Studies also show that the ped- duction in a hundred plants. A late leave God out.
these agencies in their districts .r
estrian who has never driven a car example is the strike in a plant
communities.
is very unfamiliar vrith the limita- which prrxluces transmissires fre
tions of the automobile as v.e.11 as motor vehicles. That
AMERICA HAS BEEN
brouie "'
ATTACKED, ROOSEVULT the limitations and inabilities of production of trucks. tare
many drivers. Therefore, the pedes- cars and other motorized •
trian takes unnecessary chances ment to a standstill. This pi:7.
(Continued from Page I)
i -cause of his lack of knowledge. strike was purely a jurisd
"ruthlessly obliterated all existing and. in many instances. accidents
disagreement between the A e
boundariesand
divided are not the fault of the driver.
have
L. and the C. I. O.
South America into five vassal
Our schools are making rapid
It is reported that the President
states. bringing the whole contin- strides in educating our pedestrians
is considering a tremendous "vicent under their domination. In one and education is one of the importtory- drive" involving the spending
of these new puppet states would ant steps towards eliminating pedof $50.000,000.000 a year. Sorne of
be the Repuh!' • of Panama—ar
accidents.
the more level-headed friends of
labor are telling it that continued
strikes will result in disaster for
the trade-union movement. There
are rumors to tba eftect that production of heavy consumer reeds.
such as motor cars, may come te a
virtual stop inside a few months.
Here Are Some Safely Rules To Go By:
What will come of ell this Tema.—
to be seen. In any case. it is
Here are some of the common nbu-siset of
TO KNOW WH.4T TO DO IS
that the tempo of America's tee
the telephone u
ac..cunt or a large
effort must be tremendously
portion of se-rine interreprione
celerated if v.e. are to produce t• •
geods which the beleaguered All ,
abroad must have if Hitler is te t •
It is surprising how many people forget so hang
up the receiser when thes. finish a telephone constopped.
versation. Whenever you do this you put your
—o0o—
telephone our of order until you remember to
TO KNOW HOW TO DO IT IS
The hand of Hitler can t,
replase the receiver or • telephone -trouble manin the recent changes wtect
is sent out to tell you.
taken place in the Japanese p
Mans telephone users jiggle the receiver book.
when they wish to retail tbe operator on the lin•
ment. And time may prov,
When this is done the operator gets no stfasal at
Hitler won a considerable
all. To get the operator hack on tbe lint move the
mane victory,- when the rr
recener hook up and deem aoery.
Konoye government gave
Mans people hase ditiScults in making others
TO DO THE THINGS AS THEY SHOULD BE DONE
ghost, and the saber-rattlie,
understand them oser the telephone. because the.
IS
ernment
Axis-admiring t;
taik ter their telephones Instead sit sato them. When
speaktng over the trlephcoe keep the lips about an
Tojo came in.
inch from the mouthpiece and speak directls into it
The advantage of this to P..e
in • natural tone of voice.
is clear. First, if this eour••
One of the imssi common causes of telephime
forced to face a naval threat
trouble es twisted cords. Keeping telephooe cords
Pacific. its naval efferts in t• •
free of kinks will iesed trouble on sour lune.
lantic will necessarily be •
Let us do your repair work to have it done by experienced
Telephone attashments are another sours-t of
and expert
We haven't got a two-ocear
trouble Many of the devises sold hinder or inter.
mechanics
and you'll he convinced of the truth of these pointed
and we won't bave one for t.
fere with the opermion of the telephone. Nothing
sayings.
stawski he attached to telephone in.truments unless
We are equipped for all manner of work and our prices
are such that
approsed bs the lelephoot Compass
you'll return.
• ...... • ...
Pare•line uiers hequenth
annotatice to
Chiropractic HectIth
theasselses and ethers on fix sense lir, with them
by lifting the receiver from the hook before the
Service
ha/ oops staging. 'When wai do this 4( causes the
of
the
paro on the lirse with vou to ring.
bell
Care in •solding thew intsuses of the telephone
will result In improved. more mitislastoo and de
Carver Graduate Chiropractor
pendati't teephooe wen ay.
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piojects tor the nest year S
V. Foy and 11 C Brown. of
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,I statti department, made interest,,ig
-- by Mat
rALL FISHING
J. C McClellan, county .ittend- talks on the place of baby
111111111111Mtnliilliilhi
mice offiver. made • business vis., Die natianal defense. 4 II Chit,
With a series of general rains
Nli and Nlim %Vatter MeCliiiti.
menibers present were Hilly 1AM
lt at school Wednesday.
raising stream levels in most ports
Mr anti Mrs Ersit Caldwell
and
C. L. Gardner, photographer of Atwill, Hilda Alwill, Bess Adam.:
!tore, Caldwell spent :41111tIlly WWI of 1h.• state. an Increasing number
Fulttin, was at school Wednesday ' Maxine Garrigan, Richard Adana
of reports are being received of
Mr ;mit Mrs. James Alderd
ice.
morning to take pictures of the W. (1. Adams, Dan Adana', Roy, MilImproved fishing In both pundit
Air and Mrs
ton Taylor, J. A Taylor, Joe Camp
students.
Tommie Burton I
oi.1 family spent Sunday with Mr. land streams, S. A. Wakefield, DiEighth Grade Enjoys Hallowe'en bell. Paul Garrigan, Glynn Bard: I
I rector of the Division on Game and
.,N,IIrMarsn.dCsotnrtmtoilituMf,i,rt:.111441
F.ugene Bartl, anti Ann Gurrigan
Party
4'101, MIMI
week. While there
Fathers piesent Included Clem At
111;vens and rare
The members or the eighth grade ,
fewer anglers active now than
will, Rob Adams, Ray Adams, RI Y
family sp‘mt Sunday vi.ith Mr. Blv•
enjoyed a Hallowe'en party in the !
Pett.iduring the slimmer months, re•
Bard. Roy tv Tavlar, John Taylea
ens' grataimether, NIIN. W. S
aehts,1 ma'am iuni Friday evening,
1Yorts indicate that some real catchit, and Mr. Pettit.
Octoher 17 Games WPM played and and A. C. Campbell
es are heitig made. Most fINIII•rPlans
were
11141111.
INtr
and
for nnothei
Mrs Roy Farmer and men claim
prizes were awart14.41 to Joe Albert
that sports tire betfamily and Mrs Betty Farmer of
Sestina,
. Betty Jean Wright. and meeting at a hall arra ern for th,
ter during cool weather than in
rattlin
culito
g
year
n
will
spent the week-end with summe
he elected.
Ruby Fuller
Refreshments were
r, giving MI It
thUt
NII and Mrs !forma. lhaiderson
served to Betty LAM Atwill, Ruby "Old Glory" NOW Waving Nigh
many species are getireally slugand family
Fields. Ruby Fuller, Hilda Sue
The girl scouts of Cayce MCIIIN1
gish in lua weather.
Stalling. Joann Campbell. Fay Wil- look with pride at the flag
Rev .1. T. Banks and
-now
liamson, Donna
Marie
French, waving from the newly•erected
What thii child hears at the fire1 Edward and Joe, v..ere Sunday yinBlundell Yates. Martha Jane Wall, flag pole. laieking the number
Mors
of
Mr
mid
Mrs.
VITICellt. HOP Is soon knawn at the pariah
of
Martha Stalling. Betty Jean Wright. girls to maintain a troop and
Mr. Carl Fagan is sllivtly. im- church•
havRobert Lee Brasflea, "4 , I swill'. ing maney in the treasury,
1 ,..,ving and IN Obit, It, MI III) ,i000
Oil
Promises may get friends, but 'tis
HANDLING rouesELF
Joe Albert Scearce. Billy Linker, scouts wished to spend their mama
ANo oE4...copm/6 LEApi
Alio. Marie Altierdicit IN wilful performances that
R5H/0THIE ARMY'S TEACH
keep them.
IN4 THAT TO A MILLION AND A
Billy Wright, J. A. Taylor. Joe B for some worthwhile projec
eit to her bed with tonsilitis
HALF
t and
YOuNG MEN..SAYS
-.NI
A friend that you buy with piesLIEUTENANT GENERAL
Wall, and J. S. Murphy, factulty thus, the new flag pole.
HUGH A. DRUM,
Mr. Hassell Caldwell is visitin
•TNE coRPoRAL
moAv Ravi.niers rHE
g etas will be bought from you.
meniher
LOAOCRSN/P
(mends und neighbors at his formQUALIF/CAT/ONS Or THE
Expression of Thanks
LIEUTENANT o.g
Junior Class Gives Mamputrade
Not to repent of
rEsreRDAY.'1
faUlt iM to
4.r
home
in
Dexter
, Ky.
The girl scouts wish to express
I
•
HIKIII4 A DRUM MET
,justify it.
Party
3/TUATIONS
I
Mr.
and
SO
Mrs
Georg
0/0
e Pettit vis- I
appreciation to J. T. Rubel's, agANO 1./CA10 7WEA/
The members of the junior class
An angry num opens his mouth/
KARL TRUESDELL.
ited Mr. and 'Mrs. W. S. Pettit on
riculture Instructor. and to the boys
gave a masquerade party in the
,and shuts his eyes.
Sunday.
of the agriculture classes far the
auditorium of the school building
Mrs C C. McClain is tinimpr,
work which they did in erecting
\
Friday evening. Prizes were award'ed and her children rernam ;it I,.
the pole ant1 flag cords. Withaut
ed to Jimmie Wade Brown. who
bedside.
their help, the project could net
was dressed as a charming young
• Mrs. Betty Sisson died at her
have been accomplished
and Build Farm Bureau
lady, and to Mrs. M. C. Bondura
liame near Austin Springs Thursv..ha vi.as disguised as a ‘..•
We Oppose Automobile
day, October 23. Sim leaves 4,144
Games were played and retrial,
daughter, Maud; one son, Carnet];
Accidents — But They
mints consisting of ginger bread
and several brothers and sisters
Do Happen
and cold drinks were served to
Mrs. Sissan was one of the age'
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moseley and
Margaret Sublette. Hilda
Prot
ect Yourself
of
her
commu
nity,
Dorothy Bryant, Dorothy Fuller, children of Union City spent SunAgainst Loss
Funeral services were held at
Lucille Williamson. Louise Burns, day witli Mrs Moseley's parent?,
BORN IN MICHIGAN,E0c
Salem Church last Friday by the
Insure Today In Your
amiSSIONED
BORN ON MINNESOTA.
Ann Carrigan. Edna Earle Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Powell.
SECONO UEUTENANT FROM CIVIL
pastor, Rev. T. L. Glisson. InterPRIVAT
Own Company -- ToE
SOLDIE
Elizabeth McGehee, Doris Griffith,
R,4901
Misses Charlotte McMullin anti
LIFE IN 1898. LIEUTENANT GENERA
L
ment was in Morgan cemetery.
sia.JOR GENERAL TODAV,
Hollis Walker. John Roland Har- Imogene Clark spent Saturday
TODAY, IN COMMAND OF
morrow May Be Too
night
T1-1E 6T" ARmY CORPS
THE WHOLE N7R5r
rison, Jimmie Wade Brawn. Har- with Miss Carolyn Vaught
ARMY.
IS WS COMMAND.
Late.
Before
you
run
double
in
AdAMVE
harTO
6EORO
M4.
old Pewitt. Edwin Harrison, Paul
Mrs. W
Harrison has been atness, look well to the other horse.
KY.
FARM BUREAU
Thomas Brown, Mrs. M. C. Bond- tending the
bedside of her brothThe fool sinneth no longer than
urant. Miss Annie Laurie Turner, er. Mr. W.
MUTUAL INS. CO.
meeting are, Mrs. Jessie Dillon
N. Brasfield. in thel
he
holdet
h
his
tongue
and
.
Mr and Mrs. /I. H. Wallis, and J. Fulton Hospit
H. J. FRENCH
al.
Mrs. Jack Hughes of Hickman; Mrs.
lie that loseth his conscience has
S. Murphy.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Powell
Agent
Ethel Browder, Mrs. Harvey Pew- nothing left Wet is worth keeping.
were
4-11 Club News
. Mrs. Charles Thompson
in Memphis Saturday.
left on at and Mrs. Roy Bard
The Fulton
County 4-H Beet
of PalesMrs. Laura Ballow
is visittng Thursday fiar Detroit, after an ex- tine;
Club met at the school builling
Mrs. Edd 'Young and Mrs
on Mrs. D. D. Davis this week
tended visit with her mother,
Mrs.
Monday evening to check over the
Pearl Williams of Brownsville; Mr
Ida Yates, and other relatives.
Mrs. John Jones visited Mrs.
R.
completed projects and to discus
s C. Powell last Thursday aftera
Glynn B. Rice spent Monday nite Parnell Garrigan and Mrs. Donald
ean.
Mr. and Mrs Murrell Willia
ms with his sister. Mrs. James Sulli- Mabry of Rush; Creek; Mrs. J. B
:aid baby visited Mr. anti
WELL, WHY SHOULDN'
Kearby and Mrs. J. R. McClanahan
T
Mrs. van, and Mr. Sullivan.
YOU WIN FIQST PRIzE AT
Frank Henry Sunday.
Third and Carr St.
Rev. Hopper filled his regula of Crutchfield; Mrs. Annie Turn.
r
THE BABY SHOW- YOU
Mrs. Rose Vaught of Union
Cita appointment at the M. E. Church and Mrs. A. J. Lov..e of Cayce; Mr.RE RAISED ON MILK FROM
came Sunday to spend this
Harry Hancock and Mrs. T. D. Mos,
week Sunday morning.
with her son. Teat Vaught
FULTOR PURE MILK C.O.4.
. and
Marion Kearby attended a birth- of McFadden; Mrs. Jae T. Johnsen,
family.
day party for Edna Marshall of and Mrs. Erie Dublin of Western:
Mrs. Lizzie Bradley of Clinto
Mrs. Forrest McMurry and
n. Clinton Monday.
Mr,
st
Mrs. Neely Hoodenpyle of HarHarrington
Mrs. Rayford Duke left Friday Edward
of Sylva:,
mony community. and Mrs. Chatli
Shade; Mrs. Billie McCollum
e for Detroit to join her husban
arat
d. who
Sloan of Cayce spent Thurselzi
Mrs. B. M. Tull of Montaceis employed there.
last week with Mrs. W. W.
Pruett.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rice and
Mi-ss Patsy. Jewell Harrison spent
children and Mrs. Marvin Lowery
Friday night vvith Miss
SUP and daughter were the
Sunday
Brasfield.
guests of Mr and Mrs. Sam DeCarl. Billy and Joe Allen HarriJarnett of Columbus. Ky.
son spent Sunday afternoon with
Miss Francis Kearby and JennEiobby Lee Brasfield.
ings Kearby motored to Murray on
Saturday to participate with tile
Is is a very waste of life to
be Ccntral Iligh Schaol Band.
and not to do.
Mr. George Hain is spending a
Only that which is honestly got
fev: days with his daughter. Mrs.
s gain.
Percy Veatch. and Mr Veatch.
The mast imprtant element in
Mr. Glynn Vanpool and Mr Doc
Clhe folloning INIAGINARV
,uccess is economy-economy
situation would NOT be improb
of Walston were the Sunday guests
able ,
Phone 813-J
money and time.
SEI
'TEMBER. 1911
of Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Kearby and
A small freighter docking at a Pacifi
family.
c port is refuaed permission to
land a cargo of manganese
... certain people hasp dt-cide
There was a Mission Sueiv eand that port authorities should not
allow manganese into this country . . they have no RIGHT to
ducted at the M. E. Cle.•
do it. hut nho will knot% about
it?
. . YOU wonder in a few
months vrhy it's almnsa imposs
day sponsored by the a!
ible to buy anythine made of steel
... but YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
without the newspaper.
The Sunday guests of :.1:
Mrs. John McClanahan Wr`r.•
OCTOBER, 1911
,and Mrs. C. A. Turner '-•
The power-drunk mayor of the
city throws a man in jail for conde
: ter. Barbara Ann. Mrs I.
mning political corruption
in a street -corner conversation
.. a direct and brutal violati
er. and 'Mr. and Nirs Gee: ge
on tit constitutional civil liberties , .
:•
hut nothing will be done-you'll
never KNOW svithout thte newspa
ner and childrer
per.
Mr. and Mrs. 'a
./..1.V/".4RY, 1912
the Sunday guaaKentucky paases a law refusi
ng admittance to corn from other
parents. Mr and Mr
states to feed her hungry millions ... hoisting food prices
to unbelievable heights . . . setting
Mrs. Doc Vaalstan a a
a precedent for inter-state legislative warfare. taxes. and restric
tions
... all violating the constitution
week in Frankfart. K:.
... you and the rest of the
public would have been able
to stop this destruction of comme
guest of her son. Care.,4
rce . . but. except for tthe
pekes. Yoll"LL NEVER KNOW
high
without tthe neaspaper.
and Mrs. Vanpoel.
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I".4
RY,
Mrs
John
1912
MeClanahan.
Bryant Kearby
You lose your joh-the compa
Ma- P.
ny you work for decides that it
is too hard to sell things made
hy n1.1, production . . too
hams attendea •
hard to reach mass markets that
make it pnafitable to sell at low prites
...
what
Lessons given
can he done? .
•
Ita the only beater of its kind in
YOU3.1. NEVER KNOW withou
t the newspaper.
Maude Morris at Fu.tan Wea.
-faa worldI Patented principles of
APRIL, 1912
Mr. and Mrs T7'•
construction produce steady. even
.` 1,, Where can you get another job?
Mr and Mrs 1 •
boat . . . sa•• work . . . scree
... you don't knoa a here to
begin
look ... but you walk around
. there's no place to
:the wia'-- •
fueL Burns any kind of coal . . .
anyhow ... doing nothing but
wear out your temper and
shoe
leathe
r
... where can you go? ...
ing Ni•precious
lump. nut or slack ... also wood.
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW withou
t the neasparier.
Magazine sone-automatically feeds
..1.11
)
THE
RE
...
Nal cts ne•ded. Holds fire se•oral
•Home Agent ....ales
War is declared! . . . you don't
days in mild wocrther without re.
know about it .. . anyway.
prices are .0 high that you
notice any change ... you don't
can't
know about it until you receive
, The second in 1 q,
notice from your War Depart
,
ment to wind up your affairs
and
report
for
milita
ry duty .. . why! . . YOU'L
sons on upt
Make' coke out of bituminous coal
ithout tthe newspaper.
L NEVER KNOW
ing to be L.-, .
then burns coke without smoke
A dictatorship ha, been declar
sr moot NO =rums. Low in cost
Curnutt. home improvement a
ed in thte United States . . . what's
the difference!' . . .
haven't %Med since it's been so
. . awc•itclingly •conomical to
cialist from the
you
hard to learn something about the
candidates .
name
operato.
... his iron -fisted orders
. the fuehrtes
tucky to the
. THAT'S ALI. YOU'LL EVER
KNOW
without the newspaper,
leaders of the 1.•
Como lis—Lef Us Show You!
Thank goodness the al•ove
INIAGINARY! The newsp
makers' Association will t
aper is the %cry foundation
"American Way." Its columns guaran
of the
tee the right of free speech.
;at Hie Hickman homemaker
free areas, assembl. uhich
be maintained and guaranteed.
WILL
j room in Hickman Wednesda
5. at 10 o'clock.
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Or WISDOM
1ELIES CARKV 11tt's
THE RESPONSIBILITY otr YOUTH
HITLER AND TIDE DEVIL
--. CRIPPLING POLIO
When either side grows wurni
By Ruth Taylor
Hitler called the Devil up on the
Sclentista Chaim Insecta Are la
The young people of today are
with argument, the
telephone one day,
wisest Mari
fected Erupt Sewage
most definite in their demands for The
AtlVes over first.
gill at Central listened to all
----'the rights uf Youth." 'fliey know
they had to say,
Discovery that them carry the what they watit and they are glib
virus of infantile paralysis was re- in expressing their desiren. They "Hello" she heard Hitler say, is old
man Satan homer
SULPHUR VAPOR
ported ta the American Public are terribly sure of what is right
Health Association by lar. John L. and wrong, arid they go most thor- Just tell him the dictator wants
BATHS
lion on the phone.
Paul and Dr. James D. Trask of the oughly and analytically into every(The Kruse Sycitem)
University of Medicine.
th•vii Mild howdy and Hitler
thing except their own obligations
CIIIIIIRCII sT. tirwrAtits
said How are you.
Thim may explain name of the to auciety.
Pi
for Appointment
'mysteries of the disease which cripYuuth has u responsibility in I'm running a hell here on earth
,a49 Office — Nigh Phone 781
ples about 10,000 persons annually this life. The young people may
so tell me whtit to do.
BK. I).
JONES
and causes the deaths of ftom 500 grouse about the mistakes told What can I do,
dear old pal mil::
shortcomings of their elders—but
the devil maid.
Ws. M.4}WE JOIVES to 1000.
PreVioUs to the work of Dr. are they seizing every opportunity It SUOMI you don't need any hell.
,Vurse
Ti..k and Dr. Paul, investigators to gain the knowledge that would
you're doing fine.
Bourn 8:30 A. al. to
P. M.
had found that the virun
polio. fat them to do more than their eld- Yes, I was doing fine until a wh,
ers?
myelitis was carried in sewage.
Will thi:y be better equipped
ago,
"l'his indicated that,
ROI if). for the task of making 11 new world When a man named Roosevelt we
MYVil t
IA
disease of Sumnier out of the devastation that will be
ed me to go more sloW,
and in Its most nevere form a din- left after the present chaos has fle said to MP, "Dear Hitler, we
ease of the rural ureas, the virus subsided? Their opportunities for
don't want to he unkind.
in iin open sewer or privy must education have been greater than But you have raised hell enough
come in cantata with many living I
(If
their fathers. anti thereyou'd better change your mio,
things." the Yale seientista reason - fore, thf• responsibility of Youth I thought his lease-lend bill was
will be greater.
bluff and he eraild never gc•t
They ?et fly traps in rural areas
th rough.
The strain lin the coming geni•rtiIntl got out Owl,. buttes fly nets. lion will be great. Those who take But ht. soon put nit! on the
Their hunch proved right and on up citizenship in this transition
he showed me what M• •
wo occusiona they captured flies period will require initiative, re- Now that's why I called you So..:
TO
carrying the virus of infantile sourcefulness,
adaptability
—I need advice from you.
and
paralysis, whieh, when extracted idealism.
They must have the For I know that you will tell m.
on
and injected into animals. caused ability to produce something for
just what I ought to do.
quick (Tippling
$6.90
and
frequent the good of all, for there will be no My dear Hitler, there is not mta
d. Ate
left to tell,
morn for parasites.
ONE WAY
Youth has before it now the task For Uncle Sam will make it hott,
SI2.15
w
than I can here in Hell.
of preparing for the days ahead.
ROUND TRIP
01.,[21,4
and it must prepare by learning I have been a mean old devil bu:
• Whether you're
not tialf as rr,ean as you.
OO•OO/Oa I
how to think things out and think
lie•ded fur 1.•Ire
ACI10.111:10
Michigim or Lake
things through. It will need in- So the minute that you get here the
.11010
job is yours to do.
Pontchartrain—or to
itiative in order to plan construcsoy .1 the towns bits
I'll be ready for your coming and
resourcefulness
need
will
It
tively.
tel
nnd sm•11 th•t he
I'll keep the fires all bright
between, go Greywhich must be gained by practical
.004.1001
Accidental deaths are increasing. experience. It will need adapt- And I'll have your room all read!:
hound! Air-cond!.
tioned comfort,luau•
The traffic
90.11ID
for this year is 18 ability, which means an ability to
when Sam begins to fight.
✓ious SUM' Coarbeg
per cent higher than it was in 1940.
For I can see your days are nun,
wr•TIO
Noy
un
cooperate with its fellows.
The year 1941 will probably reach
bered and there's nothing mot.
But most of all it vcill need idealGO GREYHOUND
a record high in accidental deaths.
to tell.
ism—but it must be a constructive
War, diseases. floods, and accidents
AND SAYE!
idealism. Youth could well take So hang up your phone, get you;
are taking lives daily. The autohat and meet me here in Hell'
Sample Ons Way fares
for its creed today the Oath of
mobile is responsible in a large part
—Peter P. Bell
Citzienship which the Youth of
Paducah
. S .90
I•1
for the increase in the death toll.
Memphis
.
2.25
V OOOOO
Athens took upon arriving at their
We are moving too fast. Cars
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FOUR FULTON STUDENTS
6.90
rut.
majority.
Detroit
X.60
have passed me at a terrific rate
<AM
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this
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disgrace
no
bring
"To
ARE IN MURRAY BAND
St. Louis
3.30
of speed, only to drive on another
1•1111.
New Orleans . 8.00
by a dishonest act; to fight for the
half-mile
and
park
at
a
tavern.
W0.1
ideals and sacred things alone and
Murray State Teachers College
Cecile Arnold
tk'hat is the sense of this?
COrM(.70.•
with many; to desert no faltering has an excellent band this year.
Phone 60
It's smart to drive carefully.
CROS,VOW.
comrade; to revere and obey the composed of 94 musicians, uncle:
Fulton, Kentucky
V.11101,01004
city laws; to incite respect and the able leadership of Prof. W. H
The processing of peanut oil is
reverence in those above us who Fox. The band not only marches
/11,6Iite
one of the principal industries of
.49,111.1S
•
are prone to annul or set them at and plays but also sings and ha!
Canton, China, at the present time,
naught. To strive unceasingly to special dancing numbers.
1,...7,••••
there being 45 small peanut oil re/LI us Imooth
quicken the public sense of civic
Among members of the band arc
fineries in the city.
duty. To transmit this city no less four students
of Fulton and their
A man may have a just esteem
more beautiful than it was
but
of himself without being proud.
names and instruments are: Tomtransmitted to us."
my James, tuba; Kathleen Winters.
If the Youth of today would do percussion; Mary Ethel Lansder.
this, there would be no need for
percussion; Jeanne Nall, Clarinei
fear for the future.
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WILE UNE ICE BREAKERS

A atone la heavy, and the sand
wrilfhtY; but • Mora vexation
The Commerce Department an- heavier than tliem both.
flounced this week that lee-breakers
To relieve
and special
weather forecasts, I Misery of
aerial patrols and other services
1.1Qutn
will be uned to keep traffic moving
TABLETS
SALVE
IM the Great Lakes as late as posNose Drops
sible this year to facilitate moveCough Drops
Try "Rub My-TIsm"-a Wonderful
ment of ore to ,1,,r,•,1-•
Liniment

COLDS

6

G()OD COAL
___mttxt

burn cleanly
—must be Ian in ash
--must be high in heal units
I:uy it now. It is not likely to be cheaper and I
here is a better opportunity for selection NOW.

CITY COAL CO.

IOU ARE INVITED
TO VISIT THE

"WINE CELLAR"
THE KEG
—for—
The Finest Domestic and
Imported Wines at
Popular Prices

The Keg

GRE_I*9UND

MODERNIZE . . .
...RE-PAPER

We carry it wide assortment Of
new WALL PAPERS. Come in and see our
extensive displays before you buy.

Exchange Furniture Co.

4

Fallon, Ky.

WYNN MOW
You get more for your money—two
way•,when you buy, Pepai-Cola.Mor•
fine Gator, and mons art u•I drink.
Each Pepsi-Cola bottle hold•12full
ount es. Iwo good reasons why "it,.
twiner)to Ptpag-Cola." Take home
this handy 6-bottle carton today.

REMODELING HELPS
SAVE ON CLOTHING
T.) fight rising prices of clothing.
men in the Dundee Homemakers'
.i, in Hart county have a rernodug program. One woman rernade
, a man's suit into a woolen dress at
a cost of 37 cents. Another woman
found enough velvet scraps in a
rag bag to make a beret, her only
'expense being 25 cents for a feather and a buckle. Then one homemaker made a purse frorn soft drink
ttle tops. "It was lovely. new and
:.1ferent. and crst 10 cents for a
can of shellac and 25 cents fcr a
zipper." says Mrs. Marcey Davis
Stewart. county home home demonstration agent.

l

ANOTHER HARMON
Here is vehat Bob Zuppke. veteran coach of the University of
Illinois. says after watching Notre
Dame maul his charges two straight
years: "Steve Juzv,•ik is as fine a
runner as Tom Harmon of Michigan."
An olive farm coperativc
perfected a machine wh ripe olives at the rate of 750
a minute.

Radio
Service
LOWEST PRICES
and

BEST QUALITY
GUARANTEED
at

We test Tubes FREE
and sell RCA Victor
Tubes for all radios.

Pepsi-Cala is made by Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City. N. V.
Bottled locally hy Fulton Pepsi-Coa Bottling Company.

Fulton Papsi-Cola Bottling Co.

BENNETT
ELECTRIC
"FULTON'S ONLY COMPLETE RADIO manlier
Phone till
4S2 Lake St.

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

1000,00,
01.0".
4,10
O-F
0PLCTWit,ik

OV

--\)6,1- °NW %A'
0 4.1DS
0 \AOME WoRK,•

LIGHT CONDITIONING

—Makes Seeing So Much Easter
When You Read or Study
VES, the youngsters certainly should have the best of lighting when
they roil through their evening home work. For better light cacaos
better sight It protects eyes. It Sal e$ energy.
But the same goes for Dad 3nd Mom. Grampaw and Grammaw,
Aunt Ella and Uncle Gus . . . Is hen they read, or study the war maps,
or sew, or play cards. They're entitled to good lighting too.
You can be sure of proper illumination if you'll light condition your
home with 1. E. S.. Better Sight lamps. There's a choice of floor
lamps, table lamps, pin.to-wall lamps, in many styles itt prices you CAD
afford. And you can start with one lamp in ,3ne room.
REDDY KILOWATT, )ostr elerrrirai sernirst

Come /n Tomorrotc and Look .tt Our Display of
I. E. S. Better Sight Lamps

SEE YOUR DEALER NOW FOR MODERN LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
IT COSTS JESS 7'0 LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY

KENTUCKY UTILITIES'COMPANY
G. F. LANSDEN. Manager

of

FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON. KENTUCKY
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CLUB WITH NIBS. SAMS
E. Von Bergen. assistant to the fl“full twitting held in August.
America.ton
Mrs. Ardelle Sams was hostess to
The Wonian's Society of Chrisvice. president and general mannComity clubs all over the state
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regular
business
session was
Mr and Mrs. Milford Jobe of Detian Service of the First Nlethod- her regular Thursday night bridge
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tam. traveling 111- led voting delegates to tlie meet.
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tables of players wert• these visi- with his mother and friends.
•:nts.
day morning, November 14. with
Shop Early
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Bard spent the Keynote address. After busitors: Mrs. L. C. Williams and Mrs.
Bill Roberts, both of Memphis, Miss last week-end with relatives in ness sessions in the morning and
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
M. E. flatus
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Mr. and Mrs Marvin Laird an- Bessie Lee Armbruster, Mrs. Earl Nashville.
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....once the birth of a daughter,
— FRIDAY - SATURDAY
After the usual number of games .Saturday for Washington. D. C.
born Wednesday afternoon. OctobWILD BILL ELLIOTT
the following prizes were awarded:. where she has received a Civil Serer 29. in the Haws Clinic.
"Across the Sierras"
Mrs. Roberson, bunco: Mrs Blanche vice appointment.
Ch. No. 7 "Spider Returns"
Burris. second bunco: Mrs. Edith
SHOWER FOR MRS. HOLT
Connell, high score; Mrs. Malcolm
•L C. NEWF
SUNDAY - MONDAY
— ' Mrs. Hafford Milsted was hostess
recently at a miscellaneous shower Bell, second high: Mrs. Roberts, low
Full 1.ine Fuller Brushes. Call
JAMES CAGNEY
APP1.F:S FoR s ALE—Good ..ingiven in honor of Mrs. James Holt. scure; and Miss Armbruster. trayJ L. Seven. president, and son, 863, M. E. Davis. Authorized Fuller ter keepers 50c bushel. %%Alt
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A.PPLES FOR SAI.E — Grimes _._.
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Night 24c
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